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Abstract

We propose to create a secondary beam of neutral kaons in HallD at Jefferson Lab to be used with
the GlueX experimental setup for strange hadron spectroscopy. A flux on the order of3×104 KL/s
will allow a broad range of measurements to be made by improving the statistics of previous data
obtained on hydrogen targets by three orders of magnitude. Use of a deuteron target will provide
first measurements on the neutron which isterra incognita.

The experiment should measure both differential cross sections and self-analyzed polarizations of
the producedΛ, Σ, Ξ, andΩ hyperons using the GlueX detector at the Jefferson Lab Hall D. The
measurements will span c.m.cos θ from −0.95 to 0.95 in the c.m. range aboveW = 1490 MeV
and up to 3500 MeV. These new GlueX data will greatly constrain partial-wave analyses and reduce
model-dependent uncertainties in the extraction of strange resonance properties (including pole
positions), and providing a new benchmark for comparisons with QCD-inspired models and lattice
QCD calculations.

The proposed facility will also have an impact in the strangemeson sector by providing measure-
ments of the final-stateKπ system from threshold up to 2 GeV invariant mass to establishand
improve on the pole positions and widths of allK∗(Kπ) P-wave states as well as for the S-wave
scalar mesonκ(800).
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1 Executive Summary

We propose to establish a secondaryKL beam line at JLab Hall D for scattering experiments
on both proton and neutron (for the first time) targets in order to determine the differential cross
sections and the self-polarization of strange hyperons with the GlueX detector to enable precise
partial wave analysis in order to determine all the resonances up to 2400 MeV in the spectra of the
Λ, Σ, Ξ, andΩ hyperons.

In addition, we intend to do strange meson spectroscopy by studies of theπ − K interaction to
locate the pole positions in theI = 1/2 and3/2 channels.

The KL beam will be generated by directing a high energy high photonbeam onto a Be target
in front of the GlueX detector. The flux of theKL beam will be of the order3 × 104 KL/s on
a liquid hydrogen/deuterium cryotarget within the GlueX detector, which has a large acceptance
with coverage of both charged and neutral particles. This flux will allow statistics in the case of
hydrogen targets to exceed that of earlier experiments by almost three orders of magnitude. The
main components of the experimental setup are the compact photon source, the Be target with a
beam plug, sweeping magnet and a pair spectrometer.

The physics case for the experiments is aligned with the2015 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Sci-
ence[1]: “...a better understanding of the role of strange quarks became an important priority".
Knowledge of the hyperon spectra is an important component in solving this. The empirical knowl-
edge of the low lying spectra of theΛ andΣ hyperons remains very poor in comparison with that of
the nucleon, and in the case of theΞ hyperon extremely poor. The structure of these hyperon res-
onances cannot be understood without empirical determination of their pole positions and decays,
which is the goal of the proposed experiments. The determination of the strange hyperon spectra
in combination with the current measurements of the spectraof the charm and beauty hyperons
at the LHCb experiment at CERN should allow a clear understanding of soft QCD matter and the
approach to heavy quark symmetry.

As the first stage of the GlueX program the focus will be on two-body and quasi-two-body: elastic
KLp → KSp and charge-exchangeKLp → K+n reactions, then on two-body reactions producing
S = −1(S = −2) hyperons asKLp → π+Λ, KLp → π+Σ0, andKLp → π0Σ+(KLp → K+Ξ0),
as well as three bodyKLp → K+K+Ω−.

For analyzing the data a coupled channel partial wave analysis will be done of the GlueX data in
parallel with an analysis of the data from the J-PARCK− measurements, when available. The
best fit will determine the partial wave amplitudes and the resonance pole positions, residues and
Breit-Wigner parameters. These will provide a benchmark for results of forthcoming QCD lattice
calculations and lead to the desired understanding of the structure of the strange hyperons.

Our timeline is to beginKL beam experiments at the completion of the current GlueX physics
program.
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2 Scope of the Proposal

The nature of QCD confinement continues to provide a challenge to our understanding of soft
QCD. Studies of the baryon spectrum provide one obvious avenue to understand this region since
the location and properties of excited states reflect the dynamics and relevant degrees-of-freedom
of hadrons.

Through analyses of decades worth of data, from both hadronic and electromagnetic (EM) scatter-
ing experiments, numerous baryon resonances have been observed, with their masses, widths, and
quantum numbers fully determined. There are 109 baryons in the PDG2016 listings but only 58
of them are4∗ or 3∗ [2]. Many more states are predicted by quark models (QMs). For example, in
the case ofSU(6)×O(3), 434 resonances would be required, if all partly revealed multiplets were
completed (three 70 and four 56).

Three light quarks can be arranged in six baryonic families,N∗, ∆∗, Λ∗, Σ∗, Ξ∗, andΩ∗. The
possible number of members in a family is not arbitrary [3]. If the SU(3)F symmetry of QCD
is controlling, then for the octet:N∗, Λ∗, andΣ∗, and for the decuplet:∆∗, Σ∗, Ξ∗, andΩ∗.
The number of experimentally identified resonances in each baryon family in PDG2016 summary
tables is 17N∗, 24∆∗, 14Λ∗, 12Σ∗, 7 Ξ∗, and 2Ω∗. Constituent QMs, for instance, predict the
existence of no fewer than 64N∗ and 22∆∗ states with mass less than 3 GeV. The seriousness of
the "missing-states" problem [4] is obvious from these numbers. To completeSU(3)F multiplets,
one needs no fewer than 17Λ∗s, 41Σ∗s, 41Ξ∗s, and 24Ω∗s.

If these "missing resonances" exist, they have either eluded detection or have produced only weak
signals in the existing data sets. The search for such resonances provides a natural motivation for
future measurements at Jefferson Lab. As stated in the2015 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Sci-
ence[1]: For many years, there were both theoretical and experimental reasons to believe that the
strange sea-quarks might play a significant role in the nucleon’s structure; a better understanding
of the role of strange quarks became an important priority.

Low-lying baryon resonances, both hyperons and non-strange states, are usually considered to be
three-quark systems; however, those quarks are constituent, not current ones. This prevents their
description by the well-understood perturbative QCD. It seems, however, that some qualitative
consequences of QCD still apply even for the non-perturbative constituent quarks. One of them
is the suppression of effective strong interaction for the heavier strange quark in comparison with
the lighter up and down flavored quarks (due to the asymptoticfreedom). This is revealed, e.g.,
in smaller widths of hyperon resonances as compared with similar non-strange baryon resonances.
The same phenomenon is seen also for meson resonances (compare the widths ofK∗ andρ meson
resonances). Further investigation of this and other similar properties may help to improve our
understanding of the nature of the constituent quarks and other non-perturbative effects.

The JLab 12 GeV energy upgrade, with the new Hall D, is an idealtool for extensive studies of
non-strange and, specifically, strange baryon resonances [5,6]. Our plan is to take advantage of the
existing high-quality photon beam line and experimental area in the Hall D complex at Jefferson
Lab to deliver a beam ofKL particles onto a liquid hydrogen/deuterium cryotarget (LH2/LD2)
within the GlueX detector.
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The recently constructed GlueX detector in Hall D is a large acceptance spectrometer with good
coverage for both charged and neutral particles that can be adapted to this purpose. Obviously, a
KL beam facility with good momentum resolution is crucial to provide the data needed to identify
and characterize the properties of hyperon resonances. Themasses and widths of the lowestΛ
andΣ baryons were determined mainly with kaon beam experiments in the 1970s [2]. First de-
terminations of the pole position in the complex-energy plane for a hyperon, for instance for the
Λ(1520)3/2−, has begun to be studied recently [7]. An intenseKL beam would open a new win-
dow of opportunity, not only to locate "missing resonances", but also to establish their properties
by studying different decay channels systematically.

The recent white paper, dedicated to the physics with meson beams and endorsed by a broad
physics community, summarizedunresolved issues in hadron physics, and outlined the vast oppor-
tunities and advances that only become possible with a "secondary beam facility" [8]. The Hall D
GlueX K-long Facility (KLF) measurements will allow studies of very poorly known multiplets of
Λ∗, Σ∗, Ξ∗, and evenΩ∗ hyperons with unprecedented statistical precision. Thesemeasurements
also have the potential to observe dozens of predicted (but heretofore unobserved) states and to
establish the quantum numbers of already observed hyperonslisted in PDG2016 [2]. Interesting
puzzles exist for PDG-listed excited hyperons that do not fitinto any of the low-lying excited mul-
tiplets, and these need to be further revisited and investigated. ExcitedΞs, for instance, are very
poorly known. Establishing and discovering new states is important, in particular, for determina-
tion of the multiplet structure of excited baryons.

We have organized three Workshops:Physics with Neutral Kaon Beam at JLab(KL2016) (Febru-
ary 2016) [9],Excited Hyperons in QCD Thermodynamics at Freeze-Out(YSTAR2016) (Novem-
ber 2016) [10], andNew Opportunities with High-Intensity Photon Sources(HIPS2017) (February
2017) [11]. They were dedicated to the physics of hyperons produced by the neutral kaon beam.
The KL2016 Workshop [12] followed our LoI–12–15–001 [13] tohelp address the comments
made by PAC43 and to prepare the full proposal for PAC45. The proposed GlueX KLF program is
complementary, for instance, to the CLAS12 baryon spectroscopy experiments [14,15] and would
operate in Hall D for several years. The YSTAR2016 Workshop [16] was a successor to the re-
cent KL2016 Workshop and considered the influence of possible "missing" hyperon resonances on
QCD thermodynamics, on freeze-out in heavy ion collisions and in the early universe, and in spec-
troscopy. Finally, the HIPS2017 Workshop [17] aimed at producing an optimized photon source
concept with potential increase of scientific output at Jefferson Lab, and at refining the science for
hadron physics experiments benefitting from such a high-intensity photon source.

Additionally, the proposed facility will also have a great impact in the strange meson sector by
measurements of the final-stateKπ system from threshold up to 2 GeV in invariant mass to estab-
lish and improve on pole positions and widths of allK∗(Kπ) P -wave states and theS-wave scalar
mesonκ(800). In particular, theκ(800) meson has been under discussion for decades and still
remains to be unequivocally confirmed with corresponding quantum numbers by doing detailed
phase-shift analysis with high statistics data [18]. A detailed study of theKπ system is very im-
portant to extract the so-calledKπ vector and scalar form factors to be compared withτ → Kπντ

decay and can be used to constrain theVus Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element
as well as to be used in testing CP violation in decays of heavyB andD mesons intoKππ final
states.
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The proposal is organized in the following manner. We give anExecutive Summary is Sec. 1 and
Scope of the proposal in Sec 2. Then the Brief Case of Hyperon Spectroscopy is given in Sec. 3
while Hyperon in Lattice is given in Sec. 4. An overview of theInterest of the RHICH/LHC in
Hyperon measurements is summarized in Sec. 5. The short overview of previous bubble chamber
measurements is given in Sec. 6. Partial-wave phenomenology is considered in Sec. 7 and Theory
for the "Neutron" Target is given in Sec. 8. Short overview for Strange Meson Spectroscopy is
summarized in Sec. 9. Our Proposed measurements is reportedin Sec. 10. It includes a Compact
Photon Source,KL production andKL beam properties, Start Counter Resolution, measurements
of KL flux, and cryotarget description. Running condition is given in Sec. 11. Sec. 12 is a Cover
Letter for KLF proposal submission. Appendixes are accumulated many technical details for our
proposal.

3 The Brief Case for Hyperon Spectroscopy

Our present experimental knowledge of the strange hyperon spectrum is deplorably incomplete,
despite the fact that the ground states of the strange hyperons have been known since the 1960s.
In the case of theΛ hyperon resonance spectrum, only the lowest negative-parity doublet is well
established even though the structure of these resonances remains under discussion. In the case of
theΣ andΞ hyperons, only the lowest decuplet resonance statesΣ(1385) andΞ(1530) are well
understood.

The lowest positive-parity resonances in the spectrum of the Λ andΣ hyperons, theΛ(1600) and
Σ(1660), are experimentally known, but their structure is not. In the case of theΞ hyperon, the
lowest positive-parity resonance remains unobserved.

To settle the nature of the hyperon resonances, their main decay modes have to be determined by
experiment. A clear example of how the decay modes can settlethe structure of the resonances
is provided by theπ-decay widths of the decuplets∆(1232), Σ(1385), andΞ(1530). The ratio
of these decay widths is 13:4:1, whereas if they were simple three-quark states, with 3, 2, and 1
light quark each, the ratio should be 9:4:1. A comparison of these ratios indicates that theΣ(1385)
and Ξ(1530) appear to be three-quark states, while the∆(1232) is more complex and formed
by a three-quark core with a surrounding meson (or multiquark) cloud. This conclusion is well
supported by extensive theoretical calculations [19,20].

3.1 TheΛ(1405)− Λ(1520) 1/2− − 3/2− Doublet

In the simplest constituent quark model, the most natural− and the oldest− interpretation, is
that theΛ(1405) − Λ(1520) 1/2− − 3/2− doublet is a low-lying flavor singlet multiplet of three
quarks (uds). Dynamical versions of this model, with two-body interactions between the quarks
can describe the low mean energy of this multiplet, but not the 115 MeV splitting between them.
This has led to suggestions that there may even be two different 1/2− states− one dynamical low
KN resonance at 1405 MeV, and an unresolved higher state close to 1520 MeV [21]. If so, it
is high time that the "missing" 1/2− higher-energy state be empirically identified. This problem
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indicates that theΛ(1405) has a more complex multiquark structure. Modern lattice QCD(LQCD)
calculations support the view that its structure is aKN state [22]. In Skyrme’s topological soliton
model for the baryons, the low-lyingΛ(1405) state also appears naturally as a mainly 5-quark
state [23, 24]. That model is consistent with QCD in the largecolor number (NC) limit. In purely
hadronic model calculations this resonance appears as aKN bound state.

A counter-argument is that there are similar low-lying flavor-singlet parity doublets in both the
charm and bottom hyperon spectra:Λc(2595)–Λc(2625) 1/2− – 3/2− andΛb(5912)–Λb(5920)
1/2− – 3/2− doublets [2]. The ratio between the1/2− – 3/2− splittings in these three doublets
are 8.2:2.1:1, which is not far from the corresponding inverse ratios of theK, D, andB meson
masses: 10.7:2.8:1. The latter is what one should expect from the gradual approach to heavy-quark
symmetry with increasing meson (or constituent quark) massif the quark structure of these three
multiplets is similar. This pattern is also consistent withthe large NC limit of QCD.

3.2 The Low-Lying Positive-Parity Resonances

In the spectra of the nucleon and theΛ andΣ hyperons, the lowest positive-parity resonances all lie
below the lowest negative-parity multiplets except for theflavor singlet doubletΛ(1405)−Λ(1520)
1/2− − 3/2−. This reversal of normal ordering cannot be achieved in the constituent quark model
with purely color-spin-dependent quark interactions. These low-lying positive-parity resonances
are theN(1440), Λ(1600), and theΣ(1660) 1/2+ states. Their low energies do however appear
naturally, if the interactions between the quarks are flavordependent [25].

Present day LQCD calculations have not yet converged on whether these low-lying states can be
described as having a mainly three-quark structure [26]. This may reflect that there is a collec-
tive nature in the quark content of all these resonances, which has a low soft vibrational mode.
Skyrme’s topological soliton model for the baryons, which represents one version of the largeNC

limit of QCD, describes these low-lying states as such vibrational states.

In the spectrum of theΞ, theΞ(1690) may be such a 1/2+ state as well, although the quantum
numbers of that state are yet to be determined.

In the corresponding decuplet spectra, a similar low-lyingpositive-parity state has so far only
been definitely identified in the∆(1232) spectrum: namely, the∆(1600)3/2+. TheΣ(1840)3/2+

resonance very likely represents the corresponding positive-parityΣ∗ state. It should be important
to identify the corresponding3/2+ state in the spectrum of theΞ∗.

It is of course very probable that corresponding low-lying positive-parity states will be found in
the spectra of theΛc andΛb hyperons, given the fact that they have low-lying negative-parity states
akin to those of theΛ hyperon as described above. The experimental identification of those is an
important task. Even if the still tentative resonanceΛc(2765) turns out to be a 1/2+ state, its energy
appears to be too high for being the equivalent of theΛ(1600) in the charm hyperon spectrum.

In the spectrum of theΣc, the decuplet stateΣc(2520) is well established. The tentative resonance
Σc(2800) may, should it turn out to be a 1/2+ state, correspond to theΣ(1660) in the strange
hyperon spectrum.
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3.3 The Negative-Parity Hyperon Resonances

In the spectrum of the nucleon, two well-separated groups ofnegative-parity resonances appear
above the 1/2+ stateN(1440). In the three-quark model, the symmetry of the lowest energygroup
is [21]FS[21]F [21]S; i.e., it has mixed flavor (F) and spin (S) symmetry as well as mixed flavor-
spin (FS) symmetry [25, 27]. This group consists of theN(1535)1/2− and theN(1520)3/2−

resonances. There is a direct correspondence in theΛ(1670)1/2− and theΛ(1690)3/2− reso-
nances. There is also a repeat of this group in the spectrum oftheΣ hyperon in the two resonances
Σ(1620)1/2− (tentative) andΣ(1670)3/2−.

These spin1/2− and3/2− states in the spectum of the nucleon have intriguing decay patterns. The
N(1535) resonance has a large (32-52%) decay branch toηN , even though its energy lies very
close to theηN threshold. This pattern repeats in the case of the theΛ(1670), which also has a
substantial (10-25%) decay branch to the correspondingηΛ state, even though it lies even closer
to the threshold for that decay. As the still uncertainΣ(1620)1/2− resonance is located almost
exactly at the threshold forηΣ, there is naturally no signal for anηΣ decay from it. The ratio
of the η decay widths of theN(1535) and theΛ(1670) is about 6:1, which suggests that theη
decay might involve a pair of quarks rather than a single constituent quark as in theπ decay of the
decuplet resonances.

In the spectrum of theΞ hyperon, none of the negative-parity multiplets is complete. The state
Σ(1820)3/2− may be the analog in theΞ spectrum of the statesN(1520), Λ(1670), andΣ(1670).
It should be important to identify the lowest1/2− resonance in theΞ spectrum. If that resonance
lacks anη decay branch, it would demonstrate that theη decay of the1/2− resonances in the
spectra of the nucleon,Λ andΣ involves two quarks.

It should also be important to determine whether the uncertain "bumps" referred to in the Particle
Data Tables labelledΣ(1480), Σ(1560), andΞ(1620) represent true resonances.

About 120 MeV above the1/2−−3/2− pair of nucleon resonancesN(1535) andN(1520), the nu-
cleon spectrum has three negative-parity resonances closein energy to one another. This multiplet
is formed of theN(1650)1/2−, N(1700)3/2−, andN(1675)5/2− resonances. In the three-quark
model the symmetry configuration of these states are [21]FS[21]F [21]S; i.e., their spin configura-
tion is completely symmetric.

The analogs in the spectrum of theΛ of the first and last of these nucleon resonances are the
Λ(1800)1/2− and theΛ(1830)5/2− resonances. This correspondence remains uncertain, however,
because the missing 3/2− state in thisΛ resonance multiplet has not yet been identified.

A common feature of all the 1/2− resonances in these multiplets is their substantialη decay
branches.

Our present knowledge of the spectrum of theΞ hyperons remains too incomplete to identify any
member of the negative-parity multiplet with the symmetry structure [21]FS[21]F [21]S.
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3.4 Summary for the Brief Case

This overview shows that the present empirical knowledge ofthe spectrum of the strange hyperons
remains remarkably incomplete. As a consequence, the quarkstructure of even the lowest-energy
resonances remains uncertain. Only an experimental determination of the lowest-energy positive-
and negative-parity hyperon resonances and their decay branches would settle the main open issues.

In the spectrum of theΛ hyperon, there remains a question of the existence of a 1/2− partner to
the Λ(1520)3/2− resonance. In addition, it should be important to search forthe missing 3/2−

Λ resonance near 1700 MeV. Equally important would be the search for the apparently "missing"
3/2− state near 1750 MeV in the spectrum of theΣ hyperon.

Our present knowledge of the spectrum of theΣ hyperons remains too incomplete to identify any
member of the corresponding negative-parity multiplet formed of 1/2−, 3/2−, and 5/2− resonances.

It should also be important to determine, whether the uncertain "bumps" referred to in the Particle
Data Tables labelledΣ(1480), Σ(1560), andΣ(1620) represent true resonances [2].

4 Strange Hadrons from the Lattice

Our knowledge of the excited-state spectrum of QCD through the solution of the theory on a Eu-
clidean space-time lattice has undergone tremendous advances over the past several years. What
we characterize as excited states are resonances that are unstable under the strong interaction, and
their properties are encapsulated in momentum-dependent scattering amplitudes. The means of
calculating such momentum-dependent phase shifts for elastic scattering on a Euclidean lattice at
finite volume was provided many years ago [29] and extended tosystems in motion [30], but its
implementation for QCD remained computationally elusive until recently. A combination of the-
oretical, algorithmic, and computational advances has changed this situation dramatically, notably
in the case of mesons. There have been several lattice calculations of the momentum-dependent
phase shift of theρ mesons [31–33]. More recently, the formulation to extract amplitude informa-
tion has been extended to the coupled-channel case [34–36],and applied to the case of the coupled
KK − ππ [37] system describing theρ resonance, and to theηK − ηπ [38,39].

The application to baryons is thus far more limited but, nonetheless, important insights have been
gained. In an approach in which the excited-state hadrons are treated as stable particles, a spec-
trum of baryons at least as rich as that of the quark model is revealed [40], and evidence has been
presented for "hybrid" baryon states, beyond those of the quark model, in which gluon degrees
of freedom are essential [41]. Notably, this picture extends to the spectrum ofΛ, Σ, Ξ, andΩ
states where the counting of states relectsSU(6) × O(3) symmetry, and the presence of hybrids
is common across the spectrum. As indicated above, these calculations are incomplete in that
the momentum-dependent scattering amplitudes remain to beextracted. In Fig. 1, baryon spectra
from [28] are presented in units ofΩ mass from LQCD calculations with ensemblemπ = 391 MeV
(not yet at physicalmπ). However, in comparison with the case of mesons cited above, the chal-
lenges are more computational than theoretical or conceptual, and the progress made in the meson
sector will be reflected for the case of baryons in the coming years.
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Figure 1:Results for baryon excited states using an ensemble withmπ = 391 MeV
are shown versusJP [28]. Colors are used to display the flavor symmetry of dominant
operators as follows: blue for8F in N , Λ, Σ, andΞ; beige for1F for Λ; yellow for
10F in ∆, Σ, Ξ, andΩ. The lowest bands of positive- and negative-parity states are
highlighted within slanted boxes. Hybrid states, in which the gluons play a substantive
role, are shown for positive parity by symbols with thick borders.
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5 The Interest of the RHIC/LHC Community in Excited Hy-
peron Measurements

The relativistic heavy-ion community at RHIC and the LHC hasrecently embarked on specific
analyses to address the issue of strangeness hadronization. LQCD calculations in the QCD crossover
transition region between a deconfined phase of quark and gluons and a hadronic resonance gas
have revealed a potentially interesting sub-structure related to the hadronization process. Studies
of flavor-dependent susceptibilities, which can be equatedto experimental measurements of con-
served quantum-number fluctuations, seem to indicate a slight flavor hierarchy in the three-quark
sector (u,d,s) in thermalized systems. Specifically, the ratios of higher-order susceptibilities in the
strange sector show a higher transition temperature than inthe light sector [42]. Both pseudo-
critical temperatures are still within the error bars of thequoted transition temperature based on all
LQCD order parameters [43,44], which is 154±9 MeV, but the difference of the specific suscepti-
bilities is around 18 MeV and well outside their individual uncertainties.

This difference seems to be confirmed by statistical thermal-model calculations that try to describe
the yields of emitted hadrons from a QGP based on a common chemical freeze-out temperature.
Although the yields measured by ALICE at the LHC in 2.76 TeV PbPb collisions can be described
by a common temperature of 156±2 MeV, with a reasonableχ2, the fit improves markedly if one
allows the light quark baryons to have a lower temperature than the strange quark baryons [45].
A similar result has been found when the thermal fluctuationsof particle yields as measured by
STAR [46, 47], which can be related to the light quark dominated susceptibilities of the electric
charge and the baryon number on the lattice, have been compared to statistical model calcula-
tions [48].

If one assumes that strange and light quarks indeed prefer different freeze-out temperatures, then
the question arises how this could impact the hadronizationmechanism and abundance of specific
hadronic species. In other words, is the production of strange particles, in particular excited res-
onant states, enhanced in a particular temperature range inthe crossover region? Strange ground-
state particle production shows evidence of enhancement, but the most likely scenario is that the
increased strange quark abundance will populate excited states; therefore, the emphasis of any
future experimental program trying to understand hadron production is shifting towards strange
baryonic resonance production. Furthermore, recent LHC measurements in small systems, down
to elementary proton-proton collisions, have revealed that even in these small systems there is ev-
idence for deconfinement, if the achieved energy density, documented by the measured charged
particle multiplicity is large enough [49]. Therefore future measurements in elementary collisions
in the KLF experiment at JLab might well provide the necessary link to future analysis of strange
resonance enhancements in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC andthe LHC and a deeper understanding
of the hadronization process.

This statement is also supported by comparisons between theaforementioned LQCD calculations
and model predictions based on a non-interacting hadronic resonance gas. The Hadron Reso-
nance Gas (HRG) model [50–53] yields a good description of most thermodynamic quantities
in the hadronic phase up to the pseudo-critical temperature. The idea that strongly interacting
matter in the ground state can be described in terms of a non-interacting gas of hadrons and res-
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onances, which effectively mimics the interactions of hadrons by simply increasing the number
of possible resonant states exponentially as a function of temperature, was proposed early on by
Hagedorn [54]. The only input to the model is the hadronic spectrum: usually it includes all well-
known hadrons in theReview of Particle Physics(RPP), namely the ones rated with at least two
stars. Recently, it has been noticed that some more differential observables present a discrepancy
between lattice and HRG model results. The inclusion of not-yet-detected states, such as the ones
predicted by the original Quark Model (QM) [55, 56] has been proposed to improve the agree-
ment [57, 58]. A systematic study based on a breakdown of contributions to the thermodynamic
pressure given by particles grouped according to their quantum numbers (in particular baryon num-
ber and strangeness) enables us to infer in which hadron sector more states are needed compared
to the well-known ones from the RPP [59]. In case of a flavor hierarchy in the transition region one
would expect the number of strange resonances to increase, due to a higher freeze-out temperature,
compared to the number of light-quark resonances. Figure 2 shows the effect of different strange
hadron input spectra to the HRG model in comparison to LQCD. Figure 2(upper plot) shows the
number of states in PDG-2016 [2], PDG-2016+ (including one star states), the standard QM, and
a Quark Model with enhanced quark interactions in the hadron(hyper-central model hQM [60]).
Fig. 2(lower plot) shows a comparison of the HRG results to a leading-order LQCD calculation of
µs/µB; i.e., the ratio to strange to baryon number susceptibility[59]. .

An interesting conclusion that arises from these studies isthat the improvement in the listing of
strange resonances between PDG-2008 [61] and PDG-2016 definitely brought the HRG calcula-
tions closer to the LQCD data. By looking at details in the remaining discrepancy, which is in
part remedied by including one-star rated resonances in PDG-2016, it seems that the effect is more
carried by singly strange resonances rather than multi-strange resonances, also in light of compar-
isons to quark models that include di-quark structures [62]or enhanced quark interactions in the
baryon (hypercentral models [60]). This is good news for theexperiments since theΛ andΣ reso-
nances below 2 GeV/c2 are well within reach of the KLF experiment and, to a lesser significance,
the RHIC/LHC experiments. In this context it is also important to point out that the use of both
hydrogen and deuterium targets in KLF is crucial since it will enable the measurement of charged
and neutral hyperons. A complete spectrum of singly strangehyperon states is necessary to make
a solid comparison to first-principle calculations.

In summary:Any comparisons between experimentally verified strange quark-model states from
YSTAR and LQCD will shed light on a multitude of interesting questions relating to hadroniza-
tion in the non-perturbative regime, exotic particle production, the interaction between quarks in
baryons and a possible flavor hierarchy in the creation of confined matter.

6 Previous Measurements

While a formally complete experiment requires the measurement, at each energy and angle, of at
least three independent observables, the current databasefor KLp → πY andKY is populated
mainly by unpolarized cross sections. Figure 3 illustratesthis quite clearly.

The initial studies of the KLF program at GlueX will likely focus on two-body and quasi-two-
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Figure 2: Upper plot: Comparison of predicted and measured excited strange hadronic states in
PDG-2016, PDG-2016+ (including one star states), QM, and hQM. Lower plot: Lattice QCD cal-
culation of the temperature dependence of the leading ordersusceptibility ratio (µs/µB) compared
to results from HRG model calculations with varying number of hadronic states.

.

body processes: elasticKLp → KSp and charge-exchangeKLp → K+n reactions, then two-
body reactions producingS = −1 (S = −2) hyperons asKLp → π+Λ, KLp → π+Σ0, and
KLp → π0Σ+ (KLp → K+Ξ0). Most of the previous measurements induced by aKL beam,
were collected forW = 1454 MeV and with some data up toW = 5054 MeV. Experiments
were performed between 1961 and 1982 with mostly hydrogen bubble chambers at ANL, BNL,
CERN, DESY, KEK, LRL, NIMROD, NINA, PPA, and SLAC. Note that some of data were taken
at EM facilities at NINA [64] (a short overview about NINA experiments is given by Albrow
recently [65]) and SLAC [66]. The goal of the Manchester University group that worked at the
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Figure 3: Experimental data available forKLp → K+n, KLp → KLp, KLp → KSp, KLp →
π+Λ, KLp → π+Σ0, andKLp → π0Σ+ as a function of c.m. energyW [63]. The number of
data points (dp) is given in the upper righthand side of each subplot [blue (red) shows amount of
unpolarized (polarized) observables]. Total cross sections are plotted at zero degrees.

Daresbury 5-GeV electron synchrotron NINA was CP-violation, which was a hot topic back to the
mid 1960s. The main physics topics that the SLAC group addressed were studies of the systematics
for particle/anti-particle processes through the intrinsic properties of the K-longs.

The first paper that discussed the possibility of creating a practical neutral kaon beam at an electron
synchrotron through photoproduction was an optimistic prediction for SLAC by Drell and Jacob
in 1965 [67]. With significant developments in technology, high-quality EM facilities, such as
JLab [13], are now able to realize a complete hyperon spectroscopy program.

The overall systematics of previousKLp experiments varies between 15% and 35%, and the energy
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binning is much broader than hyperon widths. The previous number ofKL-induced measurements
(2426dσ/dΩ, 348σtot, and 115P observables) [63] was very limited. Additionally, we are not
aware of any measurements on a "neutron" target.

Our knowledge about the non-strange sector is more advancedvs. the strange one [2]. For the
non-strange case, for instance, phenomenology has access to 51k data ofπN → πN and 39k data
of γN → πN belowW = 2.5 GeV [68].

7 Phenomenology / Partial-Wave Analysis

Here, we summarizesome of the physics issues involved with such processes. Following Ref. [69],
the differential cross section and polarization forKLp scattering are given by

dσ

dΩ
= λ-2(|f |2 + |g|2), (1)

P
dσ

dΩ
= 2λ-2Im(fg∗), (2)

whereλ- = ~/k, with k the magnitude of c.m. momentum for the incoming meson. Heref =
f(W, θ) andg = g(W, θ) are the usual spin-nonflip and spin-flip amplitudes at c.m. energyW and
meson c.m. scattering angleθ. In terms of partial waves,f andg can be expanded as

f(W, θ) =

∞
∑

l=0

[(l + 1)Tl+ + lTl−]Pl(cos θ), (3)

g(W, θ) =

∞
∑

l=1

[Tl+ − Tl−]P 1
l (cos θ), (4)

wherel is the initial orbital angular momentum,Pl(cos θ) is a Legendre polynomial, andP 1
l (cos θ)

is an associated Legendre function. The total angular momentum for the amplitudeTl+ isJ = l+ 1
2
,

while that for the amplitudeTl− is J = l − 1
2
. For hadronic scattering reactions, we may ignore

small CP-violating terms and write

KL =
1√
2
(K0 − K0), (5)

KS =
1√
2
(K0 + K0). (6)

We may generally have bothI = 0 andI = 1 amplitudes forKN andKN scattering, so that the
amplitudesTl± can be expanded in terms of isospin amplitudes as

Tl± = C0T
0
l± + C1T

1
l±, (7)
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whereT I
l± are partial-wave amplitudes with isospinI and total angular momentumJ = l± 1

2
, with

CI the appropriate isospin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.

We plan to do a coupled-channel partial-wave analysis (PWA)with new GlueX data in combina-
tion with available new J-PARCK− measurements when they will come. Then the best fit will
allow determine a determination of data-driven (model-independent) partial-wave amplitudes and
associated resonance parameters (pole positions, residues, Breit-Wigner (BW) parameters, etc.) as
the SAID group does, for instance, for analysis ofπN-elastic, charge-exchange, andπ−p → ηn
data [70].

7.1 KN and KN Final States

The amplitudes for reactions leading toKN andKN final states are

T (K−p → K−p) =
1

2
T 1(KN → KN) +

1

2
T 0(KN → KN), (8)

T (K−p → K0n) =
1

2
T 1(KN → KN) − 1

2
T 0(KN → KN), (9)

T (K+p → K+p) = T 1(KN → KN), (10)

T (K+n → K+n) =
1

2
T 1(KN → KN) +

1

2
T 0(KN → KN), (11)

T (KLp → KSp) =
1

2

(

1

2
T 1(KN → KN) +

1

2
T 0(KN → KN)

)

− 1

2
T 1(KN → KN), (12)

T (KLp → KLp) =
1

2

(

1

2
T 1(KN → KN) +

1

2
T 0(KN → KN)

)

+
1

2
T 1(KN → KN), (13)

T (KLp → K+n) =
1√
2

(

1

2
T 1(KN → KN) − 1

2
T 0(KN → KN)

)

. (14)

No differential cross-section data are available forKLp → KLp belowW ∼ 2948 MeV. A fair
amount of data are available for the reaction,K+n → K0p, measured on a deuterium target.
Figure 4 shows a sample of available differential cross sections forKLp → KSp compared with
predictions determined from a recent PWA ofKN → KN data [72, 73], combined withKN →
KN amplitudes from the SAID database [68]. The predictions at lower and higher energies tend
to agree less well with the data.

7.2 πΛ Final States

The amplitudes for reactions leading toπΛ final states are

T (K−p → π0Λ) =
1√
2
T 1(KN → πΛ), (15)

T (KLp → π+Λ) = − 1√
2
T 1(KN → πΛ). (16)
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Figure 4:Selected differential cross section data forKLp → KSp atW = 1660 MeV,
1720 MeV, 1750 MeV, and 1840 MeV, from Ref. [71]. The plotted points from pre-
viously published experimental data are those data points within 20 MeV of the kaon
c.m. energy indicated on each panel [68]. Plotted uncertainties are statistical only.
The curves are predictions using amplitudes from a recent PWA of KN → KN

data [72,73], combined withKN → KN amplitudes from the SAID database [68].
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Figure 5: Comparison of selected differential cross section data forK−p → π0Λ

andKLp → π+Λ at W = 1540 MeV, 1620 MeV, 1760 MeV, and 1840 MeV, from
Ref. [71]. The plotted points from previously published experimental data are those
data points within 20 MeV of the kaon c.m. energy indicated oneach panel [68].
Plotted uncertainties are statistical only. The curves arefrom a recent PWA ofK−p →
π0Λ data [72,73].

TheK−p → π0Λ andKLp → π+Λ amplitudes imply that observables for these reactions mea-
sured at the same energy should be the same except for small differences due to the isospin-
violating mass differences in the hadrons. No differentialcross-section data forK−p → π0Λ
are available at c.m. energiesW < 1540 MeV, although data forKLp → π+Λ are available at
such energies. At 1540 MeV and higher energies, differential cross-section and polarization data
for the two reactions are in fair agreement, as shown in Figs.5 and 6.

7.3 πΣ Final States

SU(3) flavor symmetry allows as manyS = −2 baryon resonances as there areN and∆ res-
onances combined (∼ 27); however, until now only three states,Ξ(1322)1/2+, Ξ(1530)3/2+,
andΞ(1820)3/2−, have their quantum numbers assigned and only a few more states have been
observed [2].
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Figure 6: Comparison of selected polarization data forK−p → π0Λ andKLp →
π+Λ at W = 1760 MeV and 1880 MeV, from Ref. [71]. The plotted points from
previously published experimental data are those data points within 20 MeV of the
kaon c.m. energy indicated on each panel [68]. The curves arefrom a recent PWA of
K−p → π0Λ data [72,73].

The amplitudes for reactions leading toπΣ final states are

T (K−p → π−Σ+) = −1

2
T 1(KN → πΣ) − 1√

6
T 0(KN → πΣ), (17)

T (K−p → π+Σ−) =
1

2
T 1(KN → πΣ) − 1√

6
T 0(KN → πΣ), (18)

T (K−p → π0Σ0) =
1√
6
T 0(KN → πΣ), (19)

T (K0
Lp → π+Σ0) = −1

2
T 1(KN → πΣ), (20)

T (K0
Lp → π0Σ+) =

1

2
T 1(KN → πΣ). (21)

Figure 7 shows a comparison of differential cross-section data forK−p andKLp reactions leading
to πΣ final states atW = 1660 MeV (or Plab = 716 MeV/c). The curves are based on energy-
dependent isospin amplitudes from a recent PWA [72, 73]. No differential cross-section data are
available forKLp → π0Σ+. As this example shows, the quality of theKLp data is comparable
to that for theK−p data. It would therefore be advantageous to combine theKLp data in a new
coupled-channel PWA with availableK−p data. Note that the reactionsKLp → π+Σ0 andKLp →
π0Σ+ are isospin selective (onlyI = 1 amplitudes are involved) whereas the reactionsK−p →
π−Σ+ andK−p → π+Σ− are not. New measurements with aKL beam would lead to a better
understanding ofΣ∗ states and would help constrain the amplitudes forK−p scattering toπΣ final
states.
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Figure 7:Comparison of selected differential cross-section data for K−p → π−Σ+,
K−p → π+Σ−, K−p → π0Σ0, and KLp → π0Σ+ at W = 1660 MeV, from
Ref. [71]. The plotted points from previously published experimental data are those
data points within 20 MeV of the kaon c.m. energy indicated oneach panel [68]. The
curves are from a recent PWA ofK−p → πΣ data [72,73].
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7.4 KΞ Final States

The amplitudes for reactions leading toKΞ final states are

T (K−p → K0Ξ0) =
1

2
T 1(KN → KΞ) +

1

2
T 0(KN → KΞ), (22)

T (K−p → K+Ξ−) =
1

2
T 1(KN → KΞ) − 1

2
T 0(KN → KΞ), (23)

T (KLp → K+Ξ0) = − 1√
2
T 1(KN → KΞ). (24)

The threshold forK−p andKLp reactions leading toKΞ final states is fairly high (Wthresh =
1816 MeV). In Fig. 8(left), we present the cross section forΞ production using aK−-beam [74].
There are no differential cross-section data available forKLp → K+Ξ0 and very few (none recent)
for K−p → K0Ξ0 or K−p → K+Ξ−. Measurements for these reactions would be very helpful,
especially for comparing with predictions from dynamical coupled-channel (DCC) models [75,76].
The Review of Particle Physics[2] lists only two states with branching fractions (BF) toKΞ,
namely,Λ(2100)7/2− (BF < 3%) andΣ(2030)7/2+ (BF < 2%).

7.5 KKΩ Final States

The experimental situation withΩ−∗s is even worse than for theΞ∗ case – there are very few data
for excited states. The main reason for such a scarce datasetis the very low cross section for their
indirect production with pion or photon beams. In Fig. 8(right), we present the cross section forΩ
production using aK− beam [74].

Figure 8: Left panel: Cross section ofΞ− production,K−p → Ξ−X, as a function ofK− momen-
tum [74]. Right panel: Cross section ofΩ− production,K−p → Ω−K+K0, as a function ofK−

momentum [74]. The curve is a fit by eye to the data.
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A major effort in LQCD calculations involves the determination of inelastic and multi-hadron
scattering amplitudes, and the first calculation to study aninelastic channel was recently per-
formed [77,78]. For lattice calculations involving baryons that contain one or more strange quarks
an advantage is that the number of open decay channels is generally smaller than for baryons
comprised only of the lightu andd quarks.

7.6 Summary for PWA

Pole positions have been determined (no uncertainties) forseveralΛ∗s andΣ∗s but information
about pole positions has not been determined forΞ or Ω hyperons [2]. Our plan is to do a coupled-
channel PWA with new GlueX KLF data in combination with available and new J-PARCK−p
measurements when they will be available. Then the best fit will allow the determination of data-
driven (model independent) partial-wave amplitudes and associated resonance parameters (pole
positions, residues, BW parameters, and so on. Additionally, PWAs with new GlueX data will
allow a search for "missing" hyperons via looking for new poles in complex plane positions. It will
provide a new benchmark for comparisons with QCD-inspired models and LQCD calculations.

8 Theory for "Neutron" Target Measurements

Figure 9: Pole positions for chiral unitary approaches -KM from Ref. [79],B from Ref. [80],M
from Ref. [81] andP from Ref. [82] as compared in Ref. [83]. Each symbol represents the position
of the first (black) and second (red) pole in each model.

So-called coupled-channel chiral unitary approaches (UChPT) successfully describe the properties
of theKN sub-threshold resonanceΛ(1405)1/2−. Furthermore, such models lead to the prediction
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that the scattering amplitude has two poles in the complex-energy plane for the quantum numbers
of this resonance (I = 0, L = 0, S = −1). This coins the so-called the two-pole structure of the
Λ(1405); see the currentReview of Particle Physics[2] for more details.

Figure 10: Theoretical predictions for differential crosssections,dσ/dΩ, for reactions (columns)
KLn → K−p, KLn → K0n, KLn → π0Λ, KLn → π0Σ0, KLn → π−Σ+, andKLn → π+Σ− as a
function of c.m.cos θ. Each row associated with kaon lab momentum of 300, 400,. . . 1000 MeV/c
of initial neutral kaon beam. Orange dashed and blue solid lines show predictions within Model-B2
and Model-B4, respectively (see text for details).

In the most recent formulation, the aforementioned UChPT approaches rely on a chiral amplitude
for the meson-baryon scattering up to next-to-leading chiral order. Whereas the unitarity constraint
is usually imposed via the Bethe-Salpeter equation either in the full off-shell formulation [84, 85]
or in the so-called on-shell approximation, e.g, [79–81]. For the analysis of data the former is
quite intricate, while as it was shown in [84] the off-shell effects are rather small. Therefore, it
is meaningful to use the latter formulation. Recently, a direct quantitative comparison of the on-
shell models [79–82] was performed in Ref. [83]. It was foundthere that various models, which
typically have many free parameters, adjusted to the same experimental data, predict very different
behavior of the scattering amplitude on and off the real-energy axis. This systematic uncertainty
becomes evident, when comparing the pole positions of theΛ(1405) in these models (see Fig. 9).
The position of the narrow (first) pole seems to be constrained at least in the real part rather well,
while the predictions for the position of the broad (second)pole cover a very wide region of the
complex-energy plane. This uncertainty is present even within models of the same type. This
ambiguity can be traced back to the fact that the experimental data used to fix the parameters of
the models are rather old and imprecise. It is expected that the proposed KLF experiment will lead
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Figure 11: Theoretical predictions for polarized differential cross sections,Pdσ/dΩ. The notation
is the same as in Fig. 10.

to an improvement of this situation, as described below.

The KL beam can be scattered on a "neutron" target, while measuringthe strangenessS = −1
final meson-baryon states (see, e.g., Sec. 7). In such a setup, the proposed experiment can become
a new and very strongly desired new source of experimental data to pinpoint the properties of the
KN scattering amplitude. To make this statement more quantitative, we compare predictions of
both solutions of the model1 from Ref. [80]. These solutions agree with all presently available
scattering, threshold as well as the photoproduction data for the πΣ line shapes by the CLAS
Collaboration [86]. The predicted differential cross sections (dσ/dΩ) as well as polarized ones
(Pdσ/dΩ) for the KLn scattering with the final statesK−p, K0n, π0Λ, andπ0/+/−Σ0/−/+ are
presented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. There is very little agreement on the prediction of these
observables in the energy range aimed to study in the proposed KL experiment. The latter is very
encouraging, meaning that the actual data can sort out one (or maybe both) solutions as unphysical,
which was not possible by the present experimental data.

In summary:The proposed KLF experiment will lead to new constraints onKN models; thus,
these data will sharpen our understanding of the long-debated nature of strangenessS = −1
resonances.

1The choice of this model for the present analysis is justifiedby the fact that it includes thep-wave interaction in
the kernel of the Bethe-Salpeter equation explicitly.
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9 Strange Meson Spectroscopy:Kπ Interaction

The main source of our knowledge of kaon scattering amplitudes comes from the kaon beam
experiments at SLAC in the 1970s and 1980s. The scattering amplitudes for theπK final state
were extracted from reactions using a proton target by extrapolating to small momentum transfer,
t, dominated by nearly-on-shell pion exchange. Phase-shiftanalysis of the flavor exotic isospin-
3/2 amplitudes extracted fromK+p → K+π+n andK−p → K−π−∆++ reactions by Estabrooks
et al. [87] indicates a weak repulsive S-wave interaction and veryweak attractive interactions in
P-wave and higher waves. In isospin-1/2, in addition to Estabrookset al., there is a considerable
set ofπK scattering data provided by LASS experiment [88]. Reactions with the final statesπK,
ηK andππK final states have been measured. In the PWA ofπK → πK, a peaking amplitude in
S-wave is interpreted as a broadK∗(1430) resonance that appears to saturate unitarity. The narrow
elastic vector resonance,K∗(892), manifests itself as a rapid rise in the P-wave phase-shift.The
D-wave amplitude has a peak, well below the unitarity limit,that can be interpreted as an inelastic
K∗

2 (1430) resonance. Further resonances in the "natural parity" series (JP = 3−, 4+, and5−) are
observed at higher energies.

TheηK is another inelastic channel to open, but LASS reports no significant amplitude intoηK
for W < 2 GeV in S, P, and D waves. Indeed the inelasticity in P, D-wavesand higher appears
to come first from theππK final state, where a significant amplitude is seen in1− above 1.3 GeV
and a peak in2+ at theK∗

2(1430). TheππK also couples to the "unnatural parity" series, notably
to JP = 1+, where peaking behavior is observed that is commonly described in terms of two axial
resonances,K1(1270) andK1(1400). Much higher statistics is needed to improve our knowledge
on all these states.

Recently LQCD studies withmπ = 391 MeV were performed to search for resonances in coupled
πK andηK scattering [77]. Scalarππ/KK andKπ/Kη form factors have been calculated within
a variety of approaches using (unitarized) chiral perturbation theory [89–96] and dispersion rela-
tions [95,97,98], in many cases using the former to constrain polynomial ambiguities of the latter.

Studies ofπK scattering provide a possibility for studying scalar and vector K∗ states, including
the S-waveκ(800) state (see [100, 101]), which is not yet well established. Such studies are also
necessary to get precise vector and scalarπK form factors as an input for the extraction of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elementVus from τ → Kπν decay.πK scattering
amplitudes with high precision are needed to study CP violation from Dalitz plot analyses of both
open charmD-mesons [102] and the charmless decay ofB-mesons [103] intoKππ final state.

In Fig. 12, we present the phase of the form factorF+(s) with experimental results of LASS
Estabrooks [87,88] together with the fit of Boitoet al. to τ decay data [99].

As one can see, all experimental data obtained at SLAC have very poor statistics above 1.2 GeV;
furthermore, the data do not extend to higher energies, which are even more important forB-meson
decays. Moreover direct comparison of chargedK±π∓ with τ assumes isospin invariance as in the
τ decay one hasKSπ± final state depending on the sign ofτ lepton.

Similarly, as one can see from Fig. 13, theI = 1/2 andI = 3/2 S-wave andI = 3/2 P-wave
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Figure 12: I=1/2Kπ scattering P-wave phase shift together with experimental results from
LASS [88] and Estabrookset al. [87]. The opening of the first inelasticπK∗ channel is indicated
by dashed vertical line. The gray band represents the fit results from Boitoet al. [99].

phase shifts are very poorly measured and need more experimental data.

Figure 13: Left panel:I = 1/2 S-wave phase shift (curves and data in the upper half of the figure)
and theI = 3/2 S-wave phase shift (curves and data in the lower half). Experimental data are from
SLAC experiments as in previous figure. The curves are obtained from central, upper, and lower
values of parameters in the Roy-Steiner solutions ellipse [104]. Right panel: Same as in previous
figure forI = 3/2. Data points are from Estabrookset al. [87].

The intensive beam flux of the proposedKL beam will provide high statistics data on both charged
Kπ as well as with final-state neutral kaon in the reactions:

• KLp → K±π∓p (simultaneousely measurable withKL beam).

• KLp → KSπ+n on a proton target(for the first time).
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• KLn → KSπ−p on a deuteron target(for the first time).

In summary:Experimental data obtained in the proposed KLF experiment at JLab will provide
valuable data to search for yet not well understood and possibly incomplete scalar, vector, and
tensor resonances in the strange sector through a phase-shift analysis ofπK andηK scattering
amplitudes.

10 Proposed Measurements

We propose to use the KL Facility with the GlueX spectrometer, in JLab Hall D, to perform preci-
sion measurements ofKLp → KY from liquid hydrogen and deuterium cryotarget (LH2/LD2) in
the resonance region,W = 1490 – 3500 MeV and c.m.cos θ from −0.95 to 0.95. It will operate
at a neutral kaon flux of3 × 104 KL/s. The ability of GlueX to measure over wide ranges in
θ andφ with good coverage for both charged and neutral particles, together with theKL energy
information from the KL Facility, provide an ideal environment for these measurements.

10.1 KL Beam in Hall D

A schematic view of the Hall D beamline for KLF is presented inFig. 14. At the first stage,
E = 12 GeV electrons produced at CEBAF will scatter in the radiatorof the Compact Photon
Source (CPS), generating an intense beam of untagged bremsstrahlung photons The Hall D tag-
ger microscope and Hodoscope will not be used. At the second stage bremsstrahlung photons,
created by electrons at a distance about 75 m upstream, hit the Be target located in the cave, and
produce neutral kaons along with neutrons and charged particles. Finally,KL mesons will reach
the LH2/LD2 cryotarget inside the GlueX spectrometer.

Our calculations have been performed for the JLab Hall D beamline geometry. The primaryKL

production target has been placed in the Hall D collimator cave. For the target material, we selected
beryllium because, for thick targets, theKL yield is roughly proportional to the radiation length
and density, which gives beryllium as the best candidate. The beam plug and sweeping magnet are
placed right after the target. For our calculations, we tooka simple beam plug: a 15 cm thick piece
of lead. The permanent sweeping magnet cleans up the chargedcomponent and has a field integral
of 0.8 Tesla·meter, which is enough to remove all charged background coming out of the beam
plug. The vacuum beam pipe has a 7 cm diameter and prevents neutron rescattering in air. There
are two collimators: one is placed before the wall between collimator cave and experimental hall,
while the other is placed in front of the Hall D detector. The distance between the primary Be target
and the LH2/LD2 target (located inside Hall D detector) was taken as 16 m in our calculations. It
can be increased up to 20 m.
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Figure 14: Schematic view of Hall D beamline on the waye → γ → KL. Electrons first hit the
tungsten radiator, then photons hit the Be target, and finally, neutral kaons hit the LH2/LD2 cryotar-
get. The main components are CPS, Be target, beam plug, sweepmagnet, and pair spectrometer.
See the text for details.

10.1.1 Compact Photon Source: Conceptual Design

An intense high-energy gamma source is a prerequisite for the production of theKL beams needed
for the new proposed experiments described in this proposal. In Ref. [105] we describe a new
approach for designing such photon sources. A possible practical implementation adjusted to the
parameters and limitations of the available infrastructure is discussed below. The vertical cut of the
Compact Photon Source (CPS) model design, and the side view of the present Tagger vault area
with CPS installed are shown in Fig. 15.

The CPS design combines in a single properly shielded assembly all elements necessary for the
production of the intense photon beam, such that the overalldimensions of the setup are limited
and the operational radiation dose rates around it are acceptable. Compared to the alternative,
the proposed CPS solution presents several advantages: much lower radiation levels, both prompt
and post-operational due to the beam line elements’ radio-activation at the vault and much less
disturbance of the available infrastructure at the Tagger Area and better flexibility in achieving
high-intensity photon beam delivery to Hall D. The new CPS solution will satisfy the proposed
KL beam production parameters; we do not envision any significant technical or organizational
difficulties in the implementation of the conceptual design.

The new setup utilizes the Hall D Tagger vault, properly shielded by design to accomodate the
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Figure 15: Elements of the design are indicated in the top panel (vertical cut plane of the GEANT3
model of the CPS). The bottom panel shows the CPS assembly in the Tagger vault and simulations
of 2000 beam electrons at 12 GeV.

medium power beam dump capable of accepting up to 60 kW of 12 GeV e− beam, assuming that
proper local shielding is set around the dump. The presentlyinstalled dump is shielded behind the
iron labyrinth walls, and is surrounded by a massive iron shielding, made of iron blocks available at
the time of construction. The standard GlueX photon beam setup is optimized for operations using
very thin radiators producing a relatively low-intensity photon beam, such that the beam electrons
losing energy to photon production in the radiator may be detected and counted in the tagger
hodoscope counters. This setup is not suitable for production of the massively more intense photon
beams needed forKL production, due to the expected overwhelming radiation andactivation levels
in the vault.

The new proposed CPS solution solves the problem by incorporating the new thick radiator and
the new beam dump in one assembly installed along the straight beam line exiting from the tagger
magnet (presently the line is used as the photon beam line). The new CPS device should be capa-
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ble of taking the same beam power of 60 kW, using optimized shielding made of high-Z material,
which would make the necessary equivalent shielding compact, requiring less total weight of the
shielding. Qualitatively, if one needs a sphere of iron (8 g/cm3) of 2 m radius for the shielding,
it may be roughly replaced by a sphere of 1 m radius made of tungsten-copper (16 g/cm3), with
its weight actually four times smaller. The optimized design is able to limit the prompt radiation
dose rates around the CPS to the present operational levels,while significantly limiting the post-
operational doses around the heavily shielded assembly. Ofcourse, the inner parts of the CPS
device will be activated to high levels, preventing immediate access and disassembly, so the engi-
neering requirements to the reliability of all parts insidemust be strict. The overhead shielding at
the CPS location in the tagger vault is about the same thickness (13 feet) of concrete and berm as
at the present dump location. It will keep the radiation doses outside and at the CEBAF boundary
within the design limits for the site.

The proposed CPS solution is just conceptual, and a full cycle of engineering design is required
before the final optimized solution is found. The cost and space limitations will determine the
choice of shielding materials for the CPS. Details of the dump and magnet design will also be
included in the overall optimization process, taking into account the considerations of cost and
reliability of the final device. We are considering a possible joint development of the more universal
CPS solutions in collaboration with other experimental projects at JLab interested in implementing
similar designs for their experiments [106].

10.1.2 Simulations Study ofKL Beam Production

Neutral kaon production was simulated for a photon bremsstrahlung beam produced by the 12 GeV
electron beam in the Hall D CPS. The main mechanism ofKL production in our energy range is
via φ-meson photoproduction, which yields the same number ofK0 andK0. Another mechanism
is hyperon photoproduction (yielding onlyK0), which was not studied in our simulations sepa-
rately. Instead, we have taken as an alternative model the Pythia generator [107], which includes
hyperon production. Total and differential cross sectionsfor φ-meson photoproduction on proton
and complex nuclei (coherent and incoherent) data were taken from Refs. [108,109]. The angular
distributions that we used forφ → KLKS decay are from Ref. [108, 110, 111]. Our calculations
show thatφ decay in its rest frame is mostly perpendicular to the axis ofφ momentum. SinceKLs
need to stay along the original photon beam direction to get to the LH2/LD2 cryotarget, this con-
dition requires that theφ production and decay angles in the laboratory frame be aboutthe same.
That means that we will have onlyKLs fromφ-mesons produced at relatively high transfer mo-
mentumt at the Be target. It suppresses the number of "useful"KLs by factor of∼ 3 or more (in
comparison with the case ifKL andKS momenta are parallel to theφ momentum).KL absorption,
used in our calculations, was studied in Ref. [112] very well. Finally, about 80% of the produced
KLs will be absorbed in the Be target and following tungsten andwater beam plug. The value of
absorbedKLs can be reduced by optimizing the beam plug setup.
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10.1.3 KL Beam Parameters

One of the mainKL-beam parameters is the momentum distribution (momentum spectrum as
a function of the distance and angle) [113]. Results of our simulations for theKL momentum
spectrum forKL reaching the LH2/LD2 cryotarget is shown in Fig. 16. The spectrum first increases
with KL momentum up to∼ 4 GeV/c since theφ decay cone angle decreases at higherγ-beam
andKL momenta. This selects lowerφ productiont values, which are more favorable according
to theφ differential cross section. At a certain point, the highestpossibleγ-beam momentum is
reached and theKL momentum spectrum decreases to the endpoint. For comparison, we selected
part of theKL spectrum from the Pythia generator that originated only from φ decays and showed
it on the same plot (red histogram).

Figure 16:KL momentum spectra originating fromφ decays: black histogram - our simulations
using GEANT [114], red histogram - Pythia generator result [107].

Pythia calculations show thatφ decays yield roughly 30% of theKLs flux. The number ofK0

exceeds the number ofK0 by 30% according to this generator for our conditions. Theirmomentum
spectra are shown in Fig. 17 separately. To estimate the expected rate ofKLs at the LH2/LD2

cryotarget, we used the following conditions: electron beam current is 3.2µA, Tagger radiator
thickness is 1% R.L., Be target thickness is 40 cm, distance between Be and LH2/LD2 targets
is 16 m, and radius of the cryotarget is 2 cm. Our MC calculations are related to theKL flux
at that distance and solid angle. Pythia calculations give 100 KL/s for theφ photoproduction and
240KL/s from all sources forKL-beam intensity under the above conditions. There is a reservation
to increase theKL-beam intensity by increasing tagger radiator thickness and size of the Be target,
electron beam current and other parameters. Increasing theLH2/LD2 target radius will increase
the number ofKLs reaching it proportionally to the solid angle. Finally, wegenerated6 × 109

12-GeV electrons for the LH2/LD2 cryotarget radius 4 cm, electron beam current 5µA, 10% R.L.
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Figure 17: Momentum spectra from Pythia generator [107]. Top plot forK0. Bottom plot forK0.

tungsten radiator and increased Be target sizes, we shall beable to obtain a beam rate of about
104 KL/s from all production mechanisms at the LH2/LD2 target (Fig. 18). The MC simulations
for the GlueXKL facility for an electron beam energy of 12 GeV (Fig.18(left)) are in reasonable
agreement with theKL spectrum measured by SLAC at 16 GeV (Fig. 18(right)).

10.1.4 KL Beam Background: Gammas, Muons, and Neutrons

Background radiation conditions are one of the most important parameters of theKL beam for the
JLab GlueX KL Facility [113].

1. Gamma Background

After passing through 30% R.L. tungsten beam plug and the charged background compo-
nent removed by the sweep magnet, we will have some residualγ background and neutrons
produced by EM showers. The momentum spectrum of residualγs is shown in Fig. 19
(left). It decreases exponentially with increasing energyof photons. For the rates, we ob-
tained∼ 105 s−1 for γs with energy above 50 MeV and∼ 103 s−1 for γs with energy above
500 MeV. Overall, the gamma flux for the KLF experiment is tolerable.

2. Muon Background

Following Keller [115], our Geant4 [116] simulations included Bethe-Heitler muon back-
ground from the Be-production target and photon dump, both background into the detector
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and muon dose rate outside Hall D. Obviously, most of the muons are produced in the pho-
ton dump. Our calculations show that muons will be swept out of the KL beam line; thus,
they are not inherently a significant background. However, due to their high penetration
ability, it might be important for purposes of the shielding. We have taken into account only
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the Bethe-Heitler muon production process. Muons from piondecays and other production
mechanisms will increase the total muon yield only slightly. They were not included in our
model. The number of produced muon in the Be target and lead beam plug is about the
same, but muons originating in lead have a much softer momentum spectrum. The esti-
mated number of produced muons is∼ 6× 106 s−1. Their momentum spectrum is shown in
Fig. 19(right).

To summarize:Half of muons will have momenta higher than 2 GeV/c, ∼ 10% of muons
will have momenta higher than 6 GeV/c, and∼ 1% of muons with have momenta above
10 GeV/c. Overall, the muon flux for the KLF experiment is tolerable.

3. Neutron Background

To estimate the neutron flux in a beam and neuron dose in the experimental hall from scat-
tered neutrons we used the MCNP6 N-Particle (MCNP) Transport code [117]. See Ap-
pendix A4 (Sec. 16) for further details. The experimental hall, beam cave, and photon beam
resulted from tungsten radiator were modeled using the specifications from the layout pre-
sented in Fig.14. Figure 20 shows a graphic model of the experimental setup.

Figure 20: Schematic view of Hall D setting for MCNP6 transport code [117] calculations. Beam
goes from left to right. The model is presented as semi-transparent for demonstration purposes.
This 3D plot is similar as Fig. 14 shows.

The physical models implemented in the MCNP6 code take into account bremsstrahlung
photon production, photonuclear reactions, gamma-ray andneutron multiple scattering pro-
cesses. We ignored the GlueX detector setting in these calculations.

The MCNP model simulates a 12 GeV 5µA electron beam hitting the tungsten radiator.
Electron transport was traced in tungsten radiator, vacuumbeam pipe for bremsstrahlung
photons, and Be target. Neutrons and gamma rays were traced using the MCNP model. The
media outside concrete walls of the beam cave and bremsstrahlung photon beam pipe was
excluded from consideration to facilitate the calculations.

The tally to estimate neutron fluence at the experimental hall ceiling just above the LH2/LD2

target, at Key Area for RadCon shown in Fig. 20. The neutron dose calculated for the
layout from Fig. 41 is 14.1±1.6 mrem/h, 2.7±0.8 mrem/h for the layout from Fig. 42, and
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0.2±0.07 mrem/h for the layout from Fig. 43. Neutron Fluence-to-Effective Dose conversion
factors from ICRP 116 [118] were implemented to convert neutron fluence to effective dose.
The neutron flux at the face of theLH2/LD2 target is about2×103 N/(s· cm2) and is almost
independent of the shielding location in the beam cave.

Overall, the neutron flux for the KLF experiment is tolerable and below the RadCon limit.

10.1.5 KL Momentum Determination and Beam Resolution

.

The mean lifetime of theKL is 51.16 ns (cτ = 15.3 m) whereas the mean lifetime of theK− is
12.38 ns (cτ = 3.7 m) [2]. For this reason, it is much easier to perform measurements ofKLp
scattering at low beam energies compared withK−p scattering.

The momentum of aKL beam can be measured using TOF - the time between the accelerator
bunch (RF signal from CEBAF) and the reaction in the LH2/LD2 target as detected by the Start
Counter (SC). The Hall D Broadband Tagging Hodoscope cannotbe used for timing at such high
intensities. Thus TOF resolution is a quadratic sum of accelerator time and SC time resolutions.
Since the accelerator signal has a very good time resolution(∼ 150 ps or better), TOF resolution
will be defined by the SC. The Hall D SC has a resolution of∼ 250 − 300 ps. This value can
hopefully be improved by upgrading the counter design (moredetails are in Sec. 10.1.6). In our
calculations, we used the value 250 ps for the SC time resolution. We plan to improve its time
resolution and details are given in Sec. 10.1.6. Of course, to get TOF information, the electron
beam needs to have a narrow bunch time structure with a bunch spacing of, at least, 60 ns. In
order to be able to measure the roughly 20 ns ToF of the elasticprotons, the beam for the G0
experiment at Hall C has 32 ns between electron bunches (in contrast to the usual 2 ns spacing for
each experimental hall) using a 31.1875 MHz pulsed laser to operate the electron source [119].
One cannot expect a problem with a 60 ns time structure to delivery an electron beam to any Hall,
A, B, or C [120].

The uncertainty in a neutral kaon production position at lower momenta (p < 0.5 GeV/c) affects
timing resolution caused by the TOF difference between the photon and kaon time traversing the
Be target, however, as∆p/p = γ2∆T/T momentum resolution is below 1% at lower momenta.
Figure 21 shows TOF,∆t (FWHM), (left) and beam momentum resolution,∆p/p (FWHM) (right)
as a function of theKL beam momentum, respectively.

The TOF resolution is flat for momenta higher than 1 GeV/c. The momentum resolution decreases
with momentum: for 1 GeV/c it is ∼1.4% and for 2 GeV/c it is ∼5%.

Figure 22 shows that forW < 2.1 GeV,∆W < 30 MeV, which is suitable for studying low-lying
hyperons with widths ofΓ = 30 – 50 MeV [2].
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10.1.6 Start Counter Time Resolution

TheKL beam momentum and time resolution is governed by the time resolution provided by the
GLUEX detector from the reconstruction of charged particles produced in the LH2/LD2 target.
There are three detector systems that can provide precisiontiming information for reconstructed
charged particles in GLUEX: the Start Counter (ST), Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL), and Time of
Flight (TOF) detectors. The aforementioned detectors, andthe charged particle time resolutions
they provide, are discussed in this section.

The GLUEX Start Counter is a cylindrical plastic scintillator detector surrounding the LH2/LD2

target, with 3 mm thick scintillator bars and a tapered nose region that bends toward the beamline
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at the downstream end. The scintillation light from each of the 30 scintillator bars is detected
by an array of 4,3 × 3 mm2 Hamamatsu S10931-050P surface mount silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) [121]. The time resolution of the ST was determined to be 250 ps during the 2016 and
2017 GLUEX run periods, as shown in Fig. 23, and thus provided adequateseparation of the
250 MHz photon beam bunch structure delivered to Hall D during that time. This performance
was achieved using the recommended operating gain and bias voltages supplied by Hamamatsu
to provide both the FADC 250 analog signals and precision F1TDC discriminator signals used
in the GLUEX reconstruction. For theKL program we propose to increase the gain of the ST
SiPMs, thereby increasing the number of detected photoelectrons, as well as modify the pulse-
shape processing electronics. Similar gain and readout electronic customization were implemented
in the GLUEX Tagger Microscope, which utilizes an identical SiPM readout system, and provided
timing resolutions of 200 ps. Implementation of these non-invasive modifications to the ST will
significantly improve the timing resolution. In simulations of the GLUEX detector performance,
we therefore assumed a 150 ps resolution as the baseline ST performance, which may be achieved
with modifications to the current device.

Figure 23: Time difference between the measured and expected ST time from the Spring 2017
GLUEX run period. The data were fitted with a Gaussian to determinethe current time resolution
of ∼ 250 ps.

Future improvements to the start counter to reduce the time resolution further will be studied
to increase both the light production in the scintillators and the light collection efficiency. The
long term goal would be to reach a time resolution of 50-100 psfor the ST, which may require
invasive modifications to the current device, or a complete replacement. Increased light production
could come through an increase of the scintillator bar thickness, or a different choice of scintillator
material with a higher light yield and shorter decay time such as EJ-204. Improved photodetectors,
including Microchannel Plate PMTs, which also perform wellin high magnetic field environments,
could provide higher gain and better efficiency than the current SiPMs, and will be investigated to
assess their potential impact on the ST performance.
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The GLUEX BCAL is a scintillating fiber calorimeter, which provides timing information for both
neutral and charged particles. The measured time resolution of the BCAL for charged particles
depends on the reconstructed BCAL energy but had an average value of∼ 220 ps during the
GLUEX Spring 2017 run period. For charged particles with large scattering angles (11◦ < θ <
120◦) this additional measure of the interaction time will improve the overallKL time resolution
when combined with the ST measurement. The GLUEX TOF is composed of two planes of 2.5 cm
thick scintillator bars. The measured TOF time resolution was 100 ps from the GLUEX Spring
2017 run period, well below the assumed performance of the ST. Therefore, for reactions with a
charged particle, which is produced in the forward regionθ < 11◦, the TOF will be used to provide
a betterKL momentum determination than the ST.

To summarize, the current ST performance has been demonstrated to reach a∼ 250 ps time reso-
lution and the current device is expected to be capable of providing a time resolution of∼ 150 ps
once fully optimized for theKL facility. The simulation studies in this proposal (See Sec.11) have
assumed a time resolution of 150 ps, which is adequate for theproposed physics program. With
the current detector, the overallKL momentum resolution will be improved by utilizing the timing
information from the BCAL and TOF detectors to ensure that the 150 ps specification is achieved.
Finally, we are exploring potential upgrades to improve theST time resolution significantly; how-
ever, further study is required to understand the impact of such improvements on the extracted
resonance parameters for the proposed hyperon spectroscopy program.

10.1.7 Measurement ofKL Flux

TheKL has four dominant decay modes [2]:

1. KL → π+π−π0, BR = 12.6 ± 0.6%.

2. KL → π0π0π0, BR = 21.5 ± 0.9%.

3. KL → π±e∓ν̄e, Br = 38.8 ± 1.6%.

4. KL → π±µ∓ν̄µ, BR = 26.8 ± 1.2%.

In addition, there are several rare decay modes, including the CP-violatingKL → 2π mode. In
three of the four principal decay modes of theKL, two charged particles are emitted. To measure
the flux of theKL beam at GlueX, we will measure the rate ofKL decays to two oppositely
charged tracks in the Hall D Pair Spectrometer [122] upstream of the GlueX physics target. Timing
information from the pair spectrometer will be used to estimate time of flight elapsed between
the creation of aKL in the Be target and its decay to measure momenta of decayed kaons. In
a long run with high statistics, the2π decay mode can also be used for a reference to measure
independently the flux and momenta of decayed kaons and reconstruct the flux of incoming kaons.
This experiment will employ techniques similar to those used in the most precise measurements of
KL flux (see for example [112,123,124]).

Overall, expectatedKL flux measurement will be accurate to 5%.
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10.2 LH2/LD 2 Cryotarget for Neutral Kaon Beam at Hall D

The proposed experiment will utilize the existing GlueX liquid hydrogen cryotarget (Fig. 24) mod-
ified to accept a larger diameter target cell [125]. The GlueXtarget is comprised of a kapton cell
containing liquid hydrogen at a temperature and pressure ofabout 20 K and 19 psia, respectively.
The 100 ml cell is filled through a pair of 1.5 m long stainless steel tubes (fill and return) connected
to a small container where hydrogen gas is condensed from tworoom-temperature storage tanks.
This condenser is cooled by a pulse tube refrigerator with a base temperature of 3 K and cooling
power of about 20 W at 20 K. A 100 W temperature controller regulates the condenser at 18 K.

Figure 24: The GlueX liquid hydrogen target.

The entire target assembly is contained within an "L"-shaped stainless steel and aluminum vacuum
chamber with a Rohacell extension surrounding the target cell. The Start Counter for the GlueX
experiment fits snugly over this extension. The vacuum chamber, along with the hydrogen storage
tanks, gas handling system, and control electronics, is mounted on a custom-built beamline cart
for easy insertion into the Hall D solenoid. A compact I/O system monitors and controls the
performance of the target, while hardware interlocks on thetarget temperature and pressure and on
the chamber vacuum ensure the system’s safety and integrity. The target can be cooled from room
temperature and filled with liquid hydrogen in about 5 hours.For empty target runs, the liquid can
be boiled from the cell in about 20 minutes (the cell remains filled with cold hydrogen gas), and
then refilled with liquid in about 40 minutes.

The GlueX cell (Fig. 25) is closely modeled on those utilizedin Hall B for more than a decade and
is a horizontal, tapered cylinder about 38 cm long with a meandiameter of 2 cm. The cell walls
are 130µm kapton glued to an aluminum base. A 2 cm diameter reentrant beam window defines
the length of LH2/LD2 in the beam to be about 30 cm. Both entrance and exit windows onthe cell
are 75µm kapton. In normal operation, the cell, the condenser, and the pipes between them are all
filled with liquid hydrogen. In this manner the liquid can be subcooled a few degrees below the
vapor pressure curve, greatly suppressing bubble formation in the cell. In total, about 0.4 liter of
LH2 is condensed from the storage tanks, and the system is engineered to recover this quantity of
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Figure 25: Left plot: Kapton target cell for the GlueX LH2/LD2 target. Right plot: Conceptual
design for a larger target cell for the proposedKL beam in Hall D.

hydrogen safely back into the tanks during a sudden loss of insulating vacuum, with a maximum
allowed cell pressure of 49 psia [126].

A conceptual design for the neutral kaon beam target is also shown in Fig. 25. The proposed target
cell has a diameter of 6 cm and a 40 cm length from entrance to exit windows, corresponding
to a volume of about 1.1 liter, which will require filling the existing tanks on the target cart to
about 50 psia. The collaboration will work with the JLab Target Group to investigate alternative
materials and construction techniques to increase the strength of the cell. As an example, the LH2

target cell recently developed for Hall A is 6.3 cm in diameter, 18 cm long and has a wall thickness
of approximately 0.2 mm. The cell is machined from a high-strength aluminum alloy, AL7075-T6,
and has a maximum allowed pressure of about 100 psia. It is expected that minor modifications to
the cryotarget’s piping systems will also be required to satisfy the increased volume of condensed
hydrogen.

The proposed system is expected to work equally well with liquid deuterium, which condenses at
a slightly higher temperature than hydrogen (23.3 K versus 20.3 K at atmospheric pressure). The
expansion ratio of LD2 is 13% higher, which implies a storage pressure of about 60 psia. Therefore
the new target cell must be engineered and constructed to work with eitherH2 or D2.

11 Running Condition

11.1 Event Identification, Reconstruction, Acceptances

TheKL beam is generated by sampling the momentum distribution ofKL particles coming from
the decays ofφ mesons produced by interactions of a photon beam with a beryllium target 16 m
upstream of the LH2/LD2 cryotarget. TheKL beam profile was assumed to be uniform within a
3 cm radius at the LH2/LD2 cryotarget. Due to the very strongt-dependence in theφ photoproduc-
tion cross section [127] and theP -wave origin of theφ → KLKS decay, the majority of kaons will
be produced at very small angles. In the simulation studies discussed in this section, we assume a
flux of 3 × 104KL/s on a 40 cm long LH2 target for a beamtime of 100 PAC days.
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11.1.1 Simulations and Reconstruction of Various ChannelsUsing GlueX Detector

The GlueX detector is a large acceptance detector based on a solenoid design with good coverage
for both neutral and charged particles. The detector consists of a solenoid magnet enclosing de-
vices for tracking charged particles and detecting neutralparticles, and a forward region consisting
of two layers of scintillators (TOF) and a lead-glass EM calorimeter (FCAL). A schematic view of
the GlueX detector is shown in Fig. 26. The magnetic field at the center of the bore of the magnet
for standard running conditions is about 2 T. The trajectories of charged particles produced by in-
teractions of the beam with the 40-cm LH2/LD2 cryotarget at the center of the bore of the magnet
are measured using the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) for angles greater than≈ 20◦ with respect to
the beam line. Forward-going tracks are reconstructed using the Forward Drift Chambers (FDC).
The timing of the interaction of the kaon beam with the LH2 cryotarget is determined using signals
from the Start Counter (ST), an array of 30 mm thin (3 mm thick)scintillators enclosing the target
region. Photons are registered in the central region by the Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL). Detec-
tor performance and reconstructions techniques were evaluated during the main GlueX program.
Details can be found elsewhere [128].

Figure 26: Schematic view of the GlueX detector.

This section describes some simulations of events generated byKL beam particles interacting with
a LH2/LD2 cryotarget at the center of the solenoid [129]. The GlueX detector is used to detect one
or all of the final-state particles. We will be focusing on a few of the simple two-body reactions,
namelyKLp → KSp, KLp → π+Λ, KLp → K+Ξ0, andKLp → K+n.

For each topology, one particle (the proton for theKSp channel, theπ+ for theπ+Λ channel and the
K+ for theK+Ξ0 channel) provides a rough determination for the position ofthe primary vertex
along the beam line that is used in conjunction with the ST to determine the flight time of the
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Figure 27: Total cross section forKLp → KSp as a function ofW . The measured points are
from [130] and references therein.

KL from the beryllium target to the hydrogen target. Protons, pions, and kaons are distinguished
using a combination ofdE/dx in the chambers and time-of-flight to the outer detectors (the Barrel
Calorimeter (BCAL) and two layers of scintillators (TOF)).See Appendix A5 (Sec. 17) for further
details.

11.1.2 KLp → KSp Reaction

The total production cross section, shown in Fig. 27, is reasonably large; however, for the dif-
ferential cross section there is a fair amount of tension in the existing data sets between different
measurements, and the angular coverage in some bins is sparse. Figure 28 shows the existing dif-
ferential cross-section data for several bins inW . The cross section as a function ofcos θCM was
parametrized using a set of Legendre polynomials (blue curves in Fig. 28); the weights of each
polynomial in the set depended onW . This parametrization was used to generateKLp → KSp
events that were passed through a full GEANT3-based Monte Carlo of the GlueX detector. The
final-state particles were constructed using the standard GlueX reconstruction code. We recon-
structed theKS in its π+π− channel. More details about the reconstruction of this channel can be
found in Appendix A5 (Sec. 17.1.1). Estimates for statistical errors in the measured cross section
for 100 days of running at3 × 104 KL/s as a function ofcos θCM for several values ofW are
shown in Fig. 29. We estimate that forW < 3 GeV with an incidentKL rate of3 × 104/s on a
40-cm long LH2 target, we will detect on the order of 8MKSp events in theπ+π− channel.
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Figure 28: Differential cross-section plots forKLp → KSp as a function ofW . The blue curves
are the result of a parametrization of the cross section in terms of Legendre polynomials. The
measured points are from [130].
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100 days of running.

11.1.3 KLp → π+Λ Reaction

TheKLp → π+Λ andKLp → π+Σ0 reactions are key to studying hyperon resonances - an analog
of Nπ reactions for theN∗ spectra. They are also the key reaction to disentangling theweak
exchange degeneracy of theK∗(890) andK∗(1420) trajectories. (A general discussion is given in
Sections 13 and 9). The first measurement of this reaction wasperformed at SLAC in 1974 [131]
for K0 beam momentum range between 1 GeV/c to 12 GeV/c, which is shown in Fig. 30. The total
number ofπ+Λ events was about 2500 events, which statistically limits the measurement.

Figure 30: The total cross section forKLp → π+Λ reaction as a function of beam momen-
tum [131] (left) and the differential cross sections for various beam momentum ranges.
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Figure 31 shows our estimate of the statistical uncertaintyof the π+Λ total cross section as a
functionKL beam momentum. We kept the same momentum bin size as the one from the SLAC
data. The box-shaped error bars in the MC points (red triangles) were increased by a factor of
10 for comparison with the SLAC data. The proposed measurements will provide unprecedented
statistical accuracy to determine the cross section for a wide range ofKL momentum.

Figure 31: The total cross-section uncertainty estimate (statistical error only) forKLp → π+Λ
reaction as a function ofKL beam momentum in comparison with SLAC data [131]. The experi-
mental uncertainties have tick marks at the end of the error bars. The box-shaped error bars in the
MC points were increased by a factor of 10.

11.1.4 KLp → K+Ξ0 Reaction

The study of cascade data will allow us to place stringent constraints on dynamical coupled-channel
models. It was recently found inN∗ spectroscopy that manyN∗ resonances do not couple strongly
to a Nπ channel, but nicely seen inKΛ andKΣ channels. The corresponding situation in hy-
peron spectroscopy lead to manyΛ∗ andΣ∗ resonances decaying preferably to aKΞ channel,
see Appendix A1 13 for details. In addition, cascade data will provide us with long-sought in-
formation on missing excitedΞ states and the possibility to measure the quantum numbers ofthe
already establishedΞ(1690) andΞ(1820) from a double-moments analysis. The expected large
data sample will allow us to determine the induced polarization transfer of the cascade with un-
precedented precision, which will place stringent constraints on the underlying dynamics of the
reaction. Polarization measurements of hyperons shed light on the contribution from individual
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quarks to the overall polarization of these states. The polarization of the ground-state cascade
can be measured from its weak decay in a straightforward way.With a KL beam, the study of
the reactionKLp → K+Ξ0 is quite simple and an unprecedented statistical sample canbe easily
obtained.

Several topologies can be used to reconstructKLp → K+Ξ0 events, thereby enhancing the avail-
able statistics. The biggest contribution results from requiring the reconstruction of only theK+

in the final state and reconstructing the reaction using the missing-mass technique. TheΞ0 de-
cays almost 100% of the time toπ0Λ. By utilizing the large branching ratios forΛ → π−p and
π0 → γγ we can also fully reconstruct theΞ0s in the final state using the four-momenta of the de-
tected final-state particles. Figure 32 shows the expectedW resolution for this reaction, depending
on the accuracy of the time-of-flight for 300 ps (black), 150 ps (cyan), 100 ps (red), and whenW
is determined from all detected final-state particles (blue).
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Figure 32:W resolution ofσW/W , depending on the accuracy of the time-of-flight for 300 ps
(black), 150 ps (cyan), 100 ps (red), and whenW is determined from all detected final-state parti-
cles (blue).

In 100 days of beamtime with3×104KL/s on the target, we expect9×106 KLp → K+Ξ0 events.
From this, the available reconstructed events expected is4 × 106 for Topology 1KLp → K+X,
3 × 105 for Topology 2KLp → K+ΛX, and4 × 104 for Topology 3KLp → K+Ξ0. Figure 33
compares the statistical uncertainties of the total and differential cross sections for the reaction
KLp → K+Ξ0 with existing data taken from [133] for the three different topologies (column 1:
only K+ reconstructed, column 2:K+Λ reconstructed, and column 3:K+Ξ0 reconstructed).

These statistics also allow us to determine the cascade induced polarization by utilizing the fact
that the cascade is self-analyzing with an analyzing power of −0.406 [2]. Figure 34 shows the
statistical uncertainty estimates of the induced polarization of the cascade by simple fits to the
acceptance-corrected yields of the pion angular distribution in theΞ0 rest frame.

The main background for this reaction would come from the reactionsKLp → K+n andKLp →
π+Λ, where theπ+ is misidentified as a kaon. The former reaction has an order-of-magnitude
higher cross section thanKLp → K+Ξ0; however, theW resolution below 2.5 GeV/c2 allows a
clean separation of these two reactions. Detection and reconstruction of theΛ places additional
constraints that reduce any background contributions significantly. Neutron-induced reactions are
not expected to contribute significantly to background and,with missing-mass, invariant-mass, and
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Figure 33: Total and differential cross section statistical uncertainty estimates (blue points) for the
three topologies (column 1: onlyK+ reconstructed, column 2:K+Λ reconstructed, and column 3:
K+Ξ0 reconstructed) in comparison with data taken from Ref. [133] (red points).
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time-of-flight cuts, such background contributions can be eliminated.

TheKL facility can be utilized to study excited cascade statesKLp → K+Ξ∗ with Ξ∗ → πΞ and
Ξ∗ → γΞ. These excited states should be easily identified and isolated using the missing-mass
and invariant-mass techniques. A double-moment analysis can be employed by reconstructing the
entire decay chain and establish the spin and parity of theseexcited states [134].
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11.1.5 KLp → K+n Reaction

TheK0
Lp → K+n reaction is a very special case in kaon-nucleon scattering.Due to strangeness

conservation, formation of intermediate resonances is forbidden for this reaction. The main contri-
bution comes from various non-resonant processes, which can be studied in a clean and controlled
way. Similar non-resonant processes can be seen in other reactions where they can interfere with
hyperon production amplitudes, causing distortion of the hyperon signals. That is why knowledge
of the non-resonant physical background is important not only for the kaon-induced reactions but
for all reactions with strangeness. The non-resonant nature of the reaction does not guarantee the
absence of bumps in the total cross section: kaons and/or nucleons can be excited in the interme-
diate stage, producing bumps in the total cross section.

The reactionK0
Lp → K+n is simple and it has a very high production cross section, seeFig. 35(left);

nevertheless, the data on this reaction are scarce. It is a bit simpler to perform a positive kaon
beam scattering for the inverse reaction, but the necessityof a neutron target with unavoidable
many-body and FSI effects complicates the data analysis. That is why the inverse reaction is also
not so well known. A fair amount of differential cross-section data are available in the range
0.5 < pKL

< 1.5 GeV/c, predominantly from bubble chambers, see Ref. [135], and there are a
few measurements at high momenta:pK = 5.5 GeV/c [136], pK = 10 GeV/c [137]. In the energy
range2 < W < 3.5 GeV, which can be covered by the KLF experiment with very highstatistics,
there are no data on this reaction at all.
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Figure 35: The total cross section forKLp → K+n reaction as a function ofKL momentum from
Ref. [135] (left) and expectedW resolution,∆W/W , depending on time-of-flight accuracy (right)
for 300 ps (black), 150 ps (green), 100 ps (red), and 50 ps (blue), respectively.

It is enough to reconstruct the charged kaon to determine thereaction fully, provided that the beam
resolution is sufficiently good. The beam energy is determined by TOF technique utilizing the
16-m flight path between the kaon production beryllium target and the reaction hydrogen target.
The beam resolution in this case is driven by the SC time resolution (Sec. 10.1.5). The present
SC time resolution leads to a 300 ps vertex time resolution. This time resolution can be easily
improved to 150 ps or even 100 ps during a foreseen upgrade. InFig. 35(right) one can see the
expectedW resolution,∆W/W , for 300 ps (black), 150 ps (green), 100 ps (red), and 50 ps (blue)
time resolutions. A full MC was performed for these simulations.
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In addition to a kaon, one could also detect a neutron; however, due to the poor neutron detection
efficiency and the large systematic uncertainties associated with neutron detection we do not expect
any improvement in reaction reconstruction in this case.

In 100 days of beamtime with3 × 104 KL/s on the target, we expect to detect around 200M
KLp → K+n events. A typical example of the expected statistics in comparison to previous data
can be seen in Fig. 36(left). The highest flux is expected around W = 3 GeV, where we had to
increase statistical errors by a factor of 10 to make them visible, see Fig. 36(right).
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Figure 36: The cross-section uncertainty estimates (statistical only) forKLp → K+n reaction for
theW = 2 GeV (left) in comparison with data from Ref. [135] andW = 3 GeV (right). The error
bars for the right plot were increased by factor of 10 to make them visible.

There are three major sources of background:np → K+nn, np → π+nn, andKLp → K+Ξ0.
Neutron flux drops exponentially with energy (see Sec. 12.1.5.3 for details) and generally the
high-energy neutron flux is small, but nonvanishing. If neutrons andKLs have the same speed they
cannot be separated by time of flight. Neutron-induced reactions have high cross sections, which
is why it is necessary to consider them as a possible source ofbackground. Fortunately, neutron-
induced kaon production contributes at the low level of10−3, which, with missing-mass cuts,
can be reduced below10−4. Some of the pions fromnp → π+nn reaction can be misidentified
as kaons, but with missing mass and time-of-flight cuts we canreduce the contribution of this
background to a sub-per mill level. A detailed description of various backgrounds can be found
in Appendix A5 (Sec. 17).KLp → K+Ξ0 has a cross section 100 times smaller than that for
KLp → K+n. Below W < 2.3 GeV, KLp → K+Ξ0 can be completely filtered out by a 3σ
K+ missing-mass cut. At highW , there is some overlap. One can use conventional background
subtraction techniques to eliminate it. TheΞ0 often has charged particles in its decay chain, which
can be used to veto the channel. Our studies show that the background fromΞ0 → π0Λ → π0π0n
can be reduced below10−4 level as well.

11.1.6 ReactionKLp → KπN

It has to come soon.
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11.2 Summary and Beam Time Request

We propose to perform strange hadron spectroscopy with a secondaryKL beam in the GlueX setup
at JLab. Precise new experimental data (both differential cross sections and recoil polarization of
hyperons) forKLp scattering with good kinematic coverage will be obtained. This will allow
predictions from CQM and LQCD to be checked for all families of excitedΛ∗, Σ∗, Ξ∗, andΩ∗

hyperon resonances. In addition, it will permit a search forthe possible existence of hybrids in the
hyperon sector as predicted by the lattice calculations [41].

A complete understanding of three-quark bound states requires accurate measurements of the full
spectra of hyperons with their spin-parity assignments, pole positions, and branching ratios. One
important impact of these strange hyperon spectroscopy measurements their relationship to the
thermodynamic properties of the early universe at freeze-out, which is one of the main physics
topics at heavy-ion colliders.

Besides hyperon spectroscopy, the experimental data obtained in the strange meson sector in reac-
tionsKLp → K±π∓p andKLp → KSπ±n(p) will provide precise and statistically significant data
for experimental studies of theKπ system. This will allow a determination of quantum numbers
of strange meson resonances in S- (includingκ(800)), P-, D-, and higher-wave states. It will also
allow a determination of phase shifts to account for final-stateKπ interactions. Measurements
of Kπ form factors will be important input for Dalitz-plot analyses ofD-meson and charmless
B meson withKπ in final state. These will be important inputs in obtaining accurate value of
the CP-violating CKM matrix elementVus and testing unitarity relation, in particular through the
measurement of theτ → Kπντ decay rate.

The approval and construction of the proposed facility at JLab will be unique in the world. The
high-intensity secondary beam ofKL (3 × 104 KL/s) would be produced in electromagnetic inter-
actions using the high-intensity and high-duty-factor CEBAF electron beam with very low neutron
contamination as it was done at SLAC in the 1970s; however, with three orders of magnitude
higher intensity. The possibility to perform similar studies with charged kaon beams is under dis-
cussion at J-PARC with intensities similar to those proposed for theKL beam at JLab. If these
proposals are approved, experimental data from J-PARC willbe complementary to the proposed
KL measurements.

Below in Table 1, we present expected statistics for 100 daysof running with a LH2 target in the
GlueX setup at JLab. The expected statistics for the 5 major reactions looks really high. However
one needs to put two words of cautions at this stage. These numbers correspond to an inclusive
reaction reconstruction - enough to identify the resonance, but might not be enough to uncover its
nature. The need of exclusive reconstruction to extract polarization observables further decrease
the expected statistics, e.g., from 4M to 400k events in theKΞ case. Secondly, kaon flux has a
maximum aroundW = 3 GeV dropping fast towards high/lowW ’s. That is why 100 days mea-
surement time is essential to cover highly hyperon-populated low-W range and cannot be reduced.

There are no data on "neutron" targets and, and for this reason, it is hard to make a realistic estimate
of statistics forKLn reactions. If we assume similar statistics as on a proton target, the full program
will be completed after running 100 days with LH2 and 100 days with LD2 targets.
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Table 1: Expected statistics for different reactions with LH2 and belowW = 3.5 GeV for 100 days
of beam time.

Reaction Statistics
(events)

KLp → KSp 8M
KLp → π+Λ 24M

KLp → K+Ξ0 4M
KLp → K+n 200M
KLp → KπX ??M

12 Cover Letter for KLF Proposal Submission to PAC45

This Proposal follows the Letter of Intent LoI12–15–001,Physics Opportunities with Secondary
KL beam at JLabpresented to PAC43 in 2015. The Issues and Recommendations included in the
PAC43 Final Report document read as follow:

Issues:It is not clear what this experiment can do that the J-PARC charged kaon program cannot
do substantially better. An experimental concern is the transverse size of the KLF beam that must
impinge on a 2-3 cm target. Backgrounds from neutrons and KLFoutside the target acceptance
may be important in event rates and signal to background rejection.

Recommendation:Any proposal would require full simulations of the beam lineand detector to
determine the effect of backgrounds from neutrons and kaonsoutside the target acceptance. But it
is not clear to the committee if this experiment would in any way be competitive with J-PARC or
a potential Fermilab or CERN program in this energy range. The superiority of a neutral beam
and/or the GlueX detector for these measurements would needto be demonstrated before a future
proposal would be considered favorably.

The KLF Collaboration believes that this proposal addressed all the concerns following the recom-
mendations expressed by the PAC43:

1. Q1: It is not clear what this experiment can do that the J-PARC charged kaon program
cannot do substantially better.
A1: The proposedKL beam intensity is similar to the proposed charged kaon beam intensity
at J-PARC, so there is no reason to expect that J-PARC will dosubstantially better. Using
different probes (KL for JLab andK− for J-PARC), in principle, we and J-PARC (if charged
kaon beam proposal is approved) will be able to collect data for different reactions. To have
full experimental information with different final states is important for coupled-channel
analyses to determine hyperon parameters. The JLab and J-PARC measurements will be
complementary.
(i) As cτ(K−) = 3.7 m, while cτ(KL) = 15.4 m, the higher rate of low-momenta kaons
with aKL beam may be an advantage.
(ii) The proposed experiment will haveKL beam with all momenta simultaneously, while
J-PARC has to make many thousand settings to scan the full range of W distributions in
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different reactions.
(iii) In the best-case scenario, J-PARC can start a hyperon program in 2024. In Appendix A6
(Sec. 18), we have presented the ability of other possible facilities as FNAL, J-PARC, Belle,
BaBar,PANDA, and COMPASS to do hyperon spectroscopy. We do not see a competition
factor here for two reasons: a) some of above-mentioned facilities do not yet have secondary
kaon beams; b) even if kaon beams are approved and constructed at these facilities, a hyperon
spectroscopy program will not happen before a decade from now.

2. Q2: An experimental concern is the transverse size of the KLF beam that must impinge on
a 2-3 cm target. Backgrounds from neutrons and KLF outside the target acceptance may be
important in event rates and signal to background rejection.
A2: First of all the collimated beam ofKL will impinge on the cell of the LH2/LD2 target
with R = 3 cm radius. All kaons outside of the solid angle defined by the collimators will be
absorbed in a 4 m iron shielding in the sweeping magnet and concrete shielding in front of
the GlueX setup. Secondly, as was shown by our detailed simulations, the rate of neutrons
on the GlueX target at momentap > 1 GeV/c are smaller than that ofKL. On the other
hand, production of strange mesons with neutrons at low momenta kinematically cannot
occur due to the threshold, because to conserve strangenessat least two final-state kaons
have to be produced. Therefore the physics background from reactions initiated by neutrons
is negligible.

The rate of neutrons irradiating GlueX setup outside of the target acceptance will be total on
the level of∼100/s with 90% in the range of energies below 20 MeV, therefore can not cause
any background either.

From a radiation point of view, our MCNP6 transport-code calculations have shown that the
effect of radiation caused by neutrons is below the RadCon limit.

3. Q3: Any proposal would require full simulations of the beam lineand detector to determine
the effect of backgrounds from neutrons and kaons outside the target acceptance.
A3: See our answersA1 andA2.

4. Q4: But it is not clear to the committee if this experiment would in any way be competitive
with J-PARC or a potential Fermilab or CERN program in this energy range.
A4: See our answerA1.

5. Q5: The superiority of a neutral beam and/or the GlueX detector for these measurements
would need to be demonstrated before a future proposal wouldbe considered favorably.
A5: Our MC simulations have shown that the proposed experiment will be able to improve
available world proton target data by three orders of magnitude in statistics. The proposed
experiment will provide first measurements on a neutron using LD2 target. Coupled-channel
analyses using both proton and neutron target data promise to find many "missing" hyperons.
We will also significantly improve world data onKπ PWA with an impact on other fields of
particle physics.

The summary of the potential of other facilities is given in Appendix A6 (Sec. 18).
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13 Appendix A1: Analysis of Three-Body Final States

The understanding of baryon properties is hardly possible without an analysis of reactions with
two mesons in the final state. Already in the mass region above1600 MeV, the excitedΛ hyperons
decay strongly into theπΣ(1385) [152, 153] final state while theΣ-hyperons decay strongly into
theπΣ(1385) [152] andπΛ(1405) [154] channels. Above 1800 MeV almost all knownΛ andΣ
hyperons have a dominant decay mode defined by production of the vector mesonK∗(890) [153].
In theΣ-sector, a number of resonances were seen in an analysis of theK∆(1230) final state. It is
natural to expect the decay ofJP = 3/2+ states into theπΛ(1520) [155] channel.

Reactions with two-meson final states provide vital information for the analysis of single-meson
production reactions. The singularities that correspond to the opening of the resonance-meson
threshold (branching points) can produce structures in other channels that can simulate a resonance-
like signal [156]. The situation is notably more severe in the hyperon sector than in the sector of
non-strange baryons. Due to the rather small widths of low-mass excited hyperons and meson
resonances with ans-quark, such singularities are situated much closer to the physical region and
can notably influence the data. Therefore a combined analysis of the channels with single and two
mesons in the final state is a must in the search for the missingresonances.

The combined analysis should help us to understand the structure of resonances with masses up
to 2.5 GeV and their decay properties. One of the important tasks is to find nonet partners of
the nucleon states observed in the photo-production reactions in the mass region around 1900
MeV [157]. These states have strong couplings to theρ(770)N final state and it is natural to
expect that their hyperon partners can be found in an analysis of theK∗(890)N channel.

The analysis of the three-body final state should be done in the framework of the event-by-event
maximum likelihood method, which allows us to take into account all amplitude correlations in
the multidimensional phase space. It is very important to extract the polarization observables from
the decay of the final hyperons in theKN → ππΛ andKN → ππΣ reactions. One possible
simplification is connected with an extraction of theK∗(890)N state from theKN → KπN data,
where the analysis can be performed in the framework of the density-matrix-elements approach.
However, the analysis should take into account the rescattering of the particles in the final state;
e.g., triangle diagrams that lead to logarithmic singularities in the scattering amplitude. Due to the
small widths of intermediate states, such singularities can play a more important role than in the
case of nucleon and∆ excitations. It would be also very important to include in the analysis the
CLAS photoproduction data withKπΛ andKπΣ final states because there is a chance that states
with a smallKN coupling could be observed in these reactions.

14 Appendix A2: Determination of Pole Positions

In spite of their model dependence, partial-wave Breit-Wigner parameters have for quite some
time been the preferred connection between experiment and QCD in hadronic spectroscopy. More
recently, however, pole parameters (e.g., pole positions and residues) have justifiably become the
preferred connection, and this fact has also been recognized by the Particle Data Group (PDG) in
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recent editions of theReview of Particle Physics[2]. Therefore, the extraction of pole parameters
from experimental data becomes a procedure of utmost importance.

Extraction of pole parameters is usually performed in two ways: (a) in an energy-dependent way
(ED) or (b) in an energy-independent procedure through single-energy PWAs (SE). In an ED pro-
cedure, one measures as many observables as possible to be close to the complete set and then
fits the observables with parameters of a well-founded theoretical model that describes the reac-
tion in question. Continuity in energy is enforced by the features of the theoretical model. In a
SE procedure, one again measures as many observables as possible but attempts to extract partial
waves at an isolated single energy fit therefore eliminatingany theoretical input. A discreet set
of partial waves is obtained, and the issues of achieving continuity in energy have recently been
extensively discussed either by introducing the constraints in analyticity [158] or through angle-
and energy-dependent phase ambiguity [159].

In energy-dependent models, pole parameters have been extracted in various ways. The most
natural way is the analytic continuation of theoretical model solutions into the complex-energy
plane. In spite of the fact that this method looks like a natural and only possible way, it has
quite some drawbacks. First of all, analytic continuation of the analytic function is unique only
if the function on the real axes is known up to the infinite precision in infinite number of points.
As that is never the case, analytic continuation is inherently model dependent. It is known that
analytic continuation is also rather instable; therefore,alternative methods for pole extraction have
been introduced. Simpler single-channel pole extraction methods have been developed such as
the speed plot [160], time delay [161], the N/D method [162],regularization procedures [163],
and Pade approximants [164], but their success has been limited. In single-energy analyses the
situation is even worse: until recently no adequate method has been available for the extraction of
pole parameters. All single-channel methods involve first-or higher-order derivatives, so partial-
wave data had to be either interpolated or fitted with an unknown function, and that introduced
additional and, very often, uncontrolled model dependencies.

That situation has recently been overcame when a new Laurent+Pietarinen (L+P) method applica-
ble to both, ED and SE models, has been introduced [165–169].The driving concept behind the
single-channel (and later multichannel) L+P approach was to replace solving an elaborate theoret-
ical model and analytically continuing its solution into the full complex-energy plane, with a local
power-series representation of partial-wave amplitudes having well-defined analytic properties on
the real energy axis, and fitting it to the given input. In sucha way, the global complexity of a model
is replaced by a much simpler model-independent expansion limited to the regions near the real-
energy axis, which is sufficient to obtain poles and their residues. This procedure gives the simplest
function with known analytic structure that fits the data. Formally, the introduced L+P method is
based on the Mittag-Leffler expansion2 of partial-wave amplitudes near the real-energy axis, rep-
resenting the regular, but unknown, background term by a conformal-mapping-generated, rapidly
converging power series called a Pietarinen expansion3. In practice, the regular background part is

2Mittag-Leffler expansion [170] is the generalization of a Laurent expansion to a more-than-one pole situation. For
simplicity, we will simply refer to this as a Laurent expansion.

3A conformal mapping expansion of this particular type was introduced by Ciulli and Fisher [171, 172], was
described in detail and used in pion-nucleon scattering by Esco Pietarinen [173, 174]. The procedure was denoted as
a Pietarinen expansion by Höhler in [69].
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usually fitted with three Pietarinen expansion series, eachrepresenting the most general function
having a branch point atxbp, and all free parameters are then fitted to the chosen channelinput.
The first Pietarinen expansion with branch-pointxP is restricted to an unphysical energy range and
represents all left-hand cut contributions. The next two Pietarinen expansions describe background
in the physical range with branch pointsxQ andxR defined by the analytic properties of the ana-
lyzed partial wave. A second branch point is usually fixed to the elastic channel branch point, and
the third one is either fixed to the dominant channel threshold value or left free. Thus, solely on the
basis of general physical assumptions about the analytic properties of the fitted process (number
of poles and number and position of conformal mapping branch-points) the pole parameters in the
complex energy plane are obtained. In such a way, the simplest analytic function with a set of
poles and branch points that fits the input is constructed. This method is equally applicable to both
theoretical and experimental input4, and represents the first reliable procedure for extractingpole
positions from experimental data, with minimal model bias.

The transition amplitude of the multichannel L+P model is parametrized as
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branch points. The first branch point is chosen at a negative energy (determined by the fit), the
second is fixed at the dominant production threshold, and thethird branch point is adjusted to the
analytic properties of fitted partial wave.
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Figure 37: L+P fit to CM12 GWU/SAID pion photoproductionpE0+ ED and SE solutions [175].

In order to obtain reliable answers in the L+P model we have tobuild knowledge about the analytic
structure of the fitted partial wave into the fitting procedure. Because we are looking for poles, we
only have to define which branch-points to include. Their analytic form will be determined by the
number of Pietarinen coefficients. As we have only three branch-points at our disposal we expect
that the first branch-point will describe all subthreshold and left-hand cut processes, the second
one is usually fixed to the dominant channel opening, and the third one is to represent background
contributions of all channel openings in the physical range. So, in addition to choosing the number
of relevant poles, our anticipation of the analytic structure of the observed partial wave is of great
importance for the stability of the fit.

The L+P model has been successfully applied to both theoretical models and discreet partial-wave
data. As an example, in Fig. 37, we give the achieved quality of the fit for the CM12 GWU/SAID
pion photoproduction amplitudes [175].

In summary:Methods of the described L+P model will be used to extract pole parameters for
both ED solutions, obtained by the method described in Section 7, and SE solutions developed
independently.

15 Appendix A3: Statistics Tools for Spectroscopy of Strange
Resonances

Several statistical aspects concerning the analysis ofKL data are. discussed in the following. The
proposed experiment will be capable. of producing a large body of consistent data, which is a
prerequisite. to carry out statistical analyses. So far, the data in the strangeness.S = −1 sector

4Observe that fitting partial-wave data coming from experiment is even more favorable.
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were produced in many different experiments, often from. the 1980s or earlier, with different
systematic uncertainties that are,. moreover, unknown in many cases. The problems resemble the
situation. in pion-induced inelastic reactions [?,176]. This makes any kind of analysis difficult but.
statistical tests, e.g., on the significance of a claimed resonance. signal, are indispensable to carry
out meaningful baryon. spectroscopy. Indeed, the search for missing resonancesis not. only a
problem of implementing physical principles such as unitarity. in the amplitude but also, to a large
extent, a statistical one. This. becomes especially relevant once one searches for states beyond the.
most prominent resonances.. .

15.1 Minimizing Resonance Content

. . Partial-wave analysis, discussed in Section 7. is neededto extract the physically relevant infor-
mation from data.. For resonance spectroscopy, one needs the energy dependence of. the amplitude
to determine resonance positions and widths. Therefore,. energy-dependent (ED) parametrizations
of the partial waves are. fitted either to data or to single-energy (SE) solutions, generated. by
conducting partial-wave analysis in narrow energy bins. The. resonance content is usually deter-
mined by speed-plot techniques or. analytic continuation of the ED parametrization to complex.
scattering energies, where resonances manifest themselves as. poles [178]..

Yet, the ED parametrization itself contains, almost always, resonance. plus background terms in
one implementation or another. A problem. arises if resonance terms are needed to model missing
background. dynamics. Then, false positive resonance signals could be. obtained [179]. Adding
resonance terms will always lower. theχ2 in a given fit, but the question is how significant this.
change is.. . We plan to address this well-known, yet poorly addressed problem by. applying sev-
eral statistical analysis tools to the amplitude. parametrization. Some techniques have been used,
so far, to address. this problem. For example, in so-called mass scans, theχ2. dependence on the
mass of an additional resonance is. studied [180,181]. Ifχ2 drops by a . certain amount at a given
energy, potentially in several. reaction channels at once,then a resonance might be responsible..
. Beyond mass scans, there existmodel selectiontechniques. referring to the process of select-
ing the simplest model with the. most conventional explanation. Here, the conventional/simple.
explanation is an (energy-dependent) background and/or threshold. cusps, while the algorithm
should penalize unconventional. explanations such as resonances.. . Minimizing the resonance
content in a systematic way is thus a goal. within partial-wave analysis. For this, the Least Ab-
solute Shrinkage. and Selection Operator (LASSO) technique for model. selection can be applied
(which provides a Bayesian posterior-mode. estimate), in combination with cross validation and/or
information. theory to control the size of the penalty parameter. λ [182–184]. The combination
of these techniques. effectively suppresses the emergenceof resonances except for those. really
needed by the data. The numerical implementation is especially. simple because it affects only the
calculation of theχ2.. Trial-and-error techniques, sometimes still applied tocheck for. resonances
in different partial waves, will become obsolete. Here, onesimply starts with an. over-complete
resonance set plus flexible backgrounds, and the. algorithmwill remove all those resonances not
needed by data,. without manual intervention. Apart from cross validation, we will. also con-
sider information theory to regulateλ as proposed. in Ref. [185]. In particular, the Akaike and.
Bayesian information criteria provide easy-to-use model selection.. Results should be independent
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of the choice of the criterion.. . In 2017, the LASSO technique was, for the first time, used in
pion. photoproduction at low energies for the "blindfolded" selection of. the relevant multipoles
and their simplest parametrization to. describe the available data [186]. The analysis of. kaon-
induced reactions is closely related. For a recent application. in a different but related context see
Ref. [187]. Once the. model selection process is finished, uncertainties on resonance. parameters
can be obtained by the usual re-sampling techniques.. . The existing and proposed partial-wave
analysis tools use different. construction principles: resonances are included in the form of bare.
states,K-matrix poles, or generated from hadron dynamics itself.. For the first two classes of
approaches, one has at one’s disposal. the coupling constants that tune the interaction of a bare
singularity. with the meson-baryon continuum. Those are fitparameters that can. be explicitly
included in the penalty term. If resonances are. generated from the meson-baryon dynamics itself,
the case is a bit. more complicated, because there are no directly accessible tuning. parameters.
This parametrization, practiced by the GW/SAID group. for many years (see, e.g., Ref. [175]), is,
in. principle, the cleanest analysis tool, because resonance generation. does not require manual
intervention. Yet, even here the emergence. of resonance terms can be penalized, e.g., through
the value of. contour integrals on the second Riemann sheet where resonance poles are located (a
value of zero corresponds then to the absence of. poles).

It should be stressed that the information theory criteria do not. require a good fit in a frequentist’s
sense because they merely compare. the relative quality of models. This is especially relevant
when it comes. to the analysis of many different data sets (such as kaon-induced. reactions) in
which, e.g., the systematic errors might be underestimated. such that aχ2/d.o.f. ≈ 1 is difficult to
achieve..

Systematic uncertainties can be treated as in the GW/SAID. approach [70] in which theχ2 is
defined as.
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∑
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. whereΘexp
i is an experimental point in an angular. distribution andΘi is the fit value. Here the

overall systematic. error,ǫN , is used to weight an additionalχ2 penalty. term due to renormalizaton
of the fit by the factorN . The statistical. error is given byǫi. Note that the fit function is penalized,.
rather than the data, to avoid the bias discussed in. Ref. [188]. See also Ref. [189] for . further
discussion of this topic..

15.2 Goodness-of-Fit Tests

. . Theχ2 per degree of freedom,χ2
d.o.f., is usually. considered as a criterion for a good fit, but

becomes meaningless if. thousands of data points are fitted (and should be replaced by. Pearson’s
χ2 test). Statisticalχ2 tests will. become possible through the new data, putting resonance analysis
on a. firmer ground. Whileχ2 tests are sensitive to under-fitting, they. are insensitiveto over-fitting.
Here, theF -test [190] is. suitable to test the significance of new fit parameters. That test, can,.
thus, be applied to reduce the number of internal parametersin a. partial-wave parametrization,
which results in more reliable estimates of. uncertaintiesfor extracted resonance parameters such
as masses, widths,. and branching ratios.. . With increasedconsistency of data through the KLF
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experiment,. other goodness-of-fit criteria can also be applied, such as Smirnov-Kolmogorov. or
Anderson-Darling tests for normality [191, 192] or. run tests from non-parametric statistics. For
pion photoproduction,. these tests are applied and extensively discussed in. Ref. [186].. . A
prerequisite to carry out classical statistical tests is data. consistency. As discussed before, this is
unfortunately not always the. case in theS = −1 sector. The proposed KLF measurements will
produce, for the. first time, a body of data large enough to enable such tests. reliably.. .

15.3 Representation of Results

.

As mentioned, ED parametrizations are needed to extract resonance parameters,. but single-energy
(SE) fits are useful to search for narrow structures, or for. other groups to test theoretical models of
hadron dynamics. The question arises. how the partial wavescan be presented to allow the theory
community to carry. out their fits. As recently demonstrated[193], SE solutions alone carry . in-
complete statistical information, mainly because they. are correlated quantities. We plan to provide
the analysis results in a similar. form as recently done in Ref. [193] for elasticπN scattering. With.
this, the theory community can fit partial waves through so-called. correlatedχ2 fitsobtaining aχ2

close to the one obtained in a. fit directly to data (see Ref. [193] for an extended discussion). This.
format ensures that the maximal information from experiment is transmitted to. theory, allowing
to address themissing resonance problemin the wider. context of questions related to confine-
ment and mass generation, that have been. paramount problems in hadronic physics for decades.. .
In summary:With a large consistent data set from the KLF. experiment, anentire class of statistical
tools will become applicable. that is needed to conduct rigorous baryon spectroscopy. With the
new data,. the quantitative significance of resonance signals and the quantitative. uncertainties of
resonance parameters can be determined..

Further potential exists to search for – or exclude – possible exotic baryonic states that cannot
easily be described by the usual three-valence-quark structure. Recent results from LHCb provide
tantalizing hints for the existence of so-called pentaquarks that include a charm valence quark;
however, the interpretation of those results is under discussion. In contrast, elastic scattering ofKL

with a hydrogen target gives unambiguous information on thepotential existence of such states.
With the given flux ofKL at the proposed facility, a clear proof of existence or proofof absence
will be obtained within the integrated luminosity requiredfor the excited hyperon spectroscopy
program that forms the basis of this proposal.

There are two particles in the reactionKLp → πY andKY that can carry polarization: the target
and recoil baryons. Hence, there are two possible double-polarization experiments: target/recoil.
The total number of observables is three. The formalism and definitions of observables commonly
used to describe the reactionKLp → KY is given in Sec. 7. Although one cannot easily measure
recoil polarization with GlueX, the self-analyzing decay of hyperons makes this possible. Double-
polarization experiments, using, e.g., a polarized targetlike FROST [125], will however be left for
future proposal(s).

The physics potential connected with studies of CP-violating decays of theKL is very appealing;
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however, that topic is not currently the focus of this proposal, since a detailed comparison with
the competition from existing and upcoming experiments is needed in order to identify the most
attractive measurements that could be done at the proposed KL facility at JLab.

16 Appendix A4: Neutron Background

. . . . .

Figure 38: Angular distributions of neutrons produced fromthe Be-target. and other sources.
DINREG/Geant3 [114] outcome: Top left:E = 1 – 5 MeV, Top right:E = 20 – 50 MeV, Bottom
left: E = 120 – 150 MeV, and Bottom right:E = 500 – 1000 MeV.

To calculate the neutron yield from the Be target and other sources, we used the JLab program
package DINREG/Geant3 [114]. We generated6 × 109 12-GeV electrons (electron current is
5 µA), which hit the 10% R.L. tungsten plus water radiator (Fig.18(left)). The exiting is about
1013 s−1 99% of them associated with neutron momentump < 420 MeV/c (E < 90 MeV), while
0.6% of them are forp > 500 MeV/c. The angular and energy distributions of neutrons produced
from the Be target are shown in Figs. 38 and 39.

Overall, our MC simulations for 12 GeV (Fig.18(left)) agreed quite well with the neutron yields
measurements that SLAC did for 16 GeV (Fig. 18(right)). Notethat with a proton beam, then/KL

ratio is103 − 104 (see, for instance, Table 2 in Appendix A6 (Sec. 18), while inthe JLab case, this
ratio is less than 10, as Fig. 40 shows.
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Figure 39: Energy distributions of neutrons produced from the Be-target and other sources. DIN-
REG/Geant3 [114] outcome. Bottom plot is a zoom of the top oneto show very-low energies in
detail.
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Figure 40: Then to KL ratio associated with Fig. 18(left).

For MCNP6 calculations, several neutron tallies were placed along the beam and at the experimen-
tal hall ceiling for neutron fluence estimation. Calculations were performed for different shielding
modifications in the beam cave to optimize the neutron dose. Figures 41, 42, and 43 present the
vertical cross section of the neutron flux evolved from beginning to final configurations considered
in the course of this study. Neutron flux in experimental hallwas evaluated for several shielding
configurations in the beam cave. First, the shielding wall was located at the end of the beam cave;
see Fig.41. Second, the shielding wall is located as close aspossible to the first collimator in the
beam cave, Fig.42. Third, the same configuration as in Fig.42, but second shielding wall is added
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at half way toward to the end of the beam cave, Fig.43

Figure 41: Vertical cross section of the neutron flux calculated for the model where the shielding
wall is located at the end of the beam cave.

Figure 42: Vertical cross section of the neutron flux calculated for the model where the shielding
wall is located as close as possible to the first collimator inthe beam cave.

Figure 43: Vertical cross section of the neutron flux calculated for the model where the first shield-
ing wall is located as close as possible to the first collimator and Be-target and the second shielding
wall is located at halfway toward to the end of the beam cave.

The energy distribution of neutrons emitted from the Be target (in N/(MeV· s· cm2) units is shown
in Fig. 44. Comparing neutron energy distributions from Fig. 39 and 44, it is important to note that
calculations using the JLab packages DINREG/Geant3 and MCNP6 gave similar results.
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Figure 44: Energy distribution of neutrons (in N/(MeV·s· cm2) units emitted from the Be target,
from calculations with the MCNP6 transport code [117].

17 Appendix A5: Details of Monte Carlo Study

17.1 Particle Identification

For each topology, one primary particle (the proton for theKSp channel, theπK+ for theπ+Λ
channel and theK+ for the K+Ξ and K+n channels) provides a rough determination for the
position of the primary vertex along the beam line that is used in conjunction with the start counter
to determine the flight time and path of theKL from the beryllium target to the hydrogen target.
Protons, pions, and kaons are distinguished using a combination of dE/dx in the chambers and
time-of-flight to the outer detectors (BCAL and TOF). The energy loss and timing distributions for
theKSp channel are shown in Fig. 45; the distributions are similar for theπ+Λ channel, where a
proton band arises from theΛ → π−p decay. Also shown is thedE/dx distribution for theK+Ξ0

channel, where a prominent kaon band can be seen, along with pion and proton bands arising from
Λ decays.

Since the GlueX detector has full acceptance inφ for charged particles and large acceptance in
θ (roughly1 − 140◦), a full reconstruction of events is feasible for the majority of the channels.
That will allow to apply four or more overconstrain kinematical fit and improve the resolution
considerably. A typical comparison betweenW reconstruction using theKL momentum for 300 ps
SC resolution and the other using kinematically fitted final-state particles for theKSp channel is
shown in Fig. 46.

17.1.1 Details of MC study forKLp → KSp

For theKSp channel, we take advantage of the BR of69.2% for KS → π+π− [2]: the invariant
mass of theπ+π− pair andW as computed from the four-momenta of the proton and the two pions
is shown in Fig. 47.
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Figure 45: Particle identification. Top left:dE/dx for theKSp channel. Top right: time difference
at the primary "vertex" for the proton hypothesis for theKSp channel using the TOF. Bottom plot:
dE/dx for theK+Ξ channel. The proton and pion bands arise from the decay of theΛ.

Figure 46:W resolution for theKSp channel.

After combining the four-momenta of the final-state particles with the four-momenta of the beam
and the target, the missing-mass squared for the full reaction should be zero, which is also shown
in Fig. 47. Finally, one requires conservation of energy andmomentum in the reaction by applying
a kinematic fit to the data. After applying a 0.1 cut on the confidence level of the fit, one computed
an estimate for the reconstruction efficiency as a function of W as shown in Fig. 48. Here the
efficiency includes the BR forKS → π+π−. The average reconstruction efficiency is about7%.
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Figure 47: Full reconstruction forKLp → KSp andKS → π+π−. Top left: π+π− invariant mass.
Top right: W computed fromπ+π−p invariant mass. Bottom plot: Missing-mass squared for the
full reaction.

Figure 48: Left plot: Confidence-level distribution for kinematic fit for theKSp channel. Right
plot: Estimate for efficiency for full reconstruction of theKLp → KSp andKS → π+π− reaction
chain as a function ofW .

17.1.2 Details of MC study forKLp → π+Λ

For our proposedKL Facility in Hall-D, we expect good statistics ofKLp → π+Λ for a very wide
range ofKL beam momentum. Figure 49 shows theKL beam momentum distributions from the
generated (left) and reconstructed (right) with requiringβKL

> 0.95 in time-of-flight.

We have generated theKLp → π+Λ reaction in phase space taking into account the realisticKL

beam momentum distribution in the event generator. This momentum spectrum is a function of the
distance and angle. Then we went through the standard Hall-Dfull GEANT simulation with GlueX
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Figure 49: Beam particle (KL) momentum distribution in MC simulation, generated (left)and
reconstructed (right).

detector and momentum smearing. Finally, we utilized the JANA for particle reconstruction that
we simulated. Figure 50 shows a sample plot for polar angle versus momentum distribution ofπ+,
π−, and protons from the generated event (left) and reconstructed event (right). Figure 51 shows an
example of the reconstructed theΛ particle for invariant mass (left) and missing mass (right). We
obtained a 5 MeV invariant-mass resolution and a 150 MeV missing-mass resolution. We estimate
the expected total number ofπ+Λ events as final-state particle within topology of 1π+, 1π−, and
1 proton. In 100 days of beam time with3 × 104 KL/s on the liquid hydrogen target, we expect
to detect around 24MKLp → π+Λ events forW < 3 GeV. Such an unprecedented statisitics will
improve our knowledge of these states through partial-waveanalysis.

Moreover, Fig. 52 (left) shows the correlation betweenΛ invariant mass from its decay particles (p,
π−) and missing mass ofπ+X. The right plot in Fig. 52 shows theΛ invariant mass as a function
of pion angular distribution (θπ+). All these plots are based on the 150 ps time resolution of the
start counter.

The KLp → π+Λ reaction has a relatively high production cross section theorder of a few mb
in our proposedKL momentum range (1 – 6 GeV/c). The beam resolution has been calculated
at the time-of-flight vertex time resolution (150 ps) of the start counter (TOF-ST). The variation
of invariant-mass resolution as a function ofW for various TOF-SC timing resolution (100, 150,
300 ps) is similar to those of other reactions [132].

The major source of systematic uncertainty for this reaction would be mistaken particle identifi-
cation amongπ+, K+, and proton in the final state. However, requiring the reconstructedΛ and
side-band subtraction technique for background will improve this uncertainty substantially.

17.1.3 Details of MC study forKLp → K+Ξ0

Three topologies can be used to reconstruct this reaction. Topology 1 requires the detection of a
K+, topology 2 requires the detection of aK+ and aΛ by utilizing its high branching ration to a
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Figure 50: Momentum and angular distributions ofπ+ (top row), π− (middle row) and proton
(bottom row) of the reaction: generated (left column), reconstructed (right column) events.

Figure 51: TheΛ invariant-mass distribution reconstructed from itsπ−p decay particles (left), and
the missing mass ofπ+X (right).

π−p pair (63.9%), and Topology 3 requires the detection of the two-photon decay of theπ0 from
Ξ → π0Λ. Particle identification is done via a probabilistic approach involving dE/dX, time-
of-flight, and track curvature information as described in Appendix A5 (Sec. 17.1). ThedE/dX
distributions for kaon, proton, andπ− candidates are shown in Fig. 53.

At low particle momenta, kaons and protons can be well separated, but high-energy particles can-
not be unambiguously differentiated bydE/dX or by ToF information, which leads to particle
misidentification. The higher theW , the higher ejectile energy we have and the more misidenti-
fication contributions we have. In this analysis (specifically Topology 2 and 3), these events were
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Figure 52: TheΛ invariant mass versus missing mass ofπ+X (left) and theθπ+ angle distribution
versusΛ invariant mass (right).
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Figure 53:dE/dX distributions used in kaon proton andπ− identification for the reconstruction
of KLp → K+Ξ0.

largely removed by making an invariant-mass cut on theπ−p pair.

Figure 54 shows the missing mass ofKLp → K+X for simulated data for the reactionKLp →
K+Ξ0 used in the reconstruction of all topologies, the invariant-mass distribution of theπ−p pair
used to reconstruct Topology 2 (KLp → K+ΛX) and 3, and the invariant-mass of the two-photon
pair used to reconstruct Topology 3 (KLp → K+Λπ0). A 3σ cut on these distributions allows
us to reconstruct the reaction fully. The left panel of Fig. 54 shows the3σ W -dependent cut
applied to select the missingΞ0 as well as theW -dependent3σ cut to reconstruct the reaction
KLp → K+n. (See Appendix A5 (Sec. 17.1.4) for more details on the sources of resolution
effects on the missing mass.) The latter is one of the major sources of background for our reaction
for Topology 1; however, the missing-mass resolution (obtained with a vertex-time resolution of
150 ps) allows a clean separation of these two reactions up toW = 2.3 GeV. Above this value,
special treatment of theKLp → π+n background is required as discussed in greater detail in
Appendix A5 (Sec. 17.1.3).
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Figure 54: The missing mass of the reactionKLp → K+X used to reconstruct the reactionKLp →
K+Ξ0 (Topology 1), and the invariant mass ofpπ− pair (Topology 2), and the invariant mass of
the two-photon pair (Topology 3).

The detection efficiency as a function of the trueW for each topology is shown in Fig. 55. As
expected, the efficiency is highest for Topology 1 reaching amaximum at 60% forW = 2.05 GeV.
The efficiency for Topology 2 is about an order of magnitude less than Topology 1, and Topology 3
detection efficiency is on average 0.8%.
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Figure 55: The detection efficiency for the reactionKLp → K+Ξ0 for each topology.

KLp → K+Ξ0 background suppression: Different sources of background will contribute in
the three topologies used to study this reaction. Disentangling our signalKLp → K+Ξ0 from the
reactionKLp → K+n (for Topology 1), which has two orders of magnitude larger cross section
is expected to be relatively straightforward. As mentionedbefore, a simple missing-mass cut is
sufficient to remove any contributions from this reaction for W < 2.3 GeV. ForW > 2.3 GeV, an
s-weight approach (or neuralNets, etc.) can be utilized to remove these contribution as the shape
of the background under any cascade events can be well established from simulations. Figure 56
shows theW -dependence of the missing-mass distribution ofKLp → K+X for the simulated
reactionsKLp → K+Ξ0 andKLp → K+n (left panel). The right panel shows the missing-mass
projection atW = 1.9 GeV. In addition toKLp → K+n, the reactionKLp → π+Λ is also a
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Figure 56: The missing mass of the reactionKLp → K+X used to reconstruct the reactions
KLp → K+Ξ0 (Topology 1) andKLp → K+n (which has about 2 orders of magnitude larger
cross section). Right panel shows the missing mass atW = 1.9 GeV.

source of background events for Topology 1 (KLp → K+X) and 2 (KLp → K+ΛX). This
channel contributes when the final-stateπ+ is misidentified as aK+. This shifts the missing mass
of KLp → π+X to values lower than the ones expected, which leads to a good separation of this
source of background belowW2.2 GeV. Figure 57 shows the missing-mass distribution of these
misidentified events. Contributions from these events for Topology 3 is completely removed by
the requirement of two photons in the final state that reconstruct the mass ofπ0. For Topology 2,
coplanarity cuts between the reconstructed (misidentified) K+ andΛ can reduce contributions,
where as a background subtraction approach using the missing-mass information can be used to
remove any contribution atW > 2.2 GeV.
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Figure 57: The missing mass of the reactionKLp → K+X for simulated events from the reaction
KLp → π+Λ. The reconstructed events here results from a pion misidentified as a kaon.
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Ξ0 induced polarization: The parity-violating nature of the cascade’s weak decay (Ξ0 → π0Λ)
yiels a pion angular distribution given by

n(θy
π) =

N

2
(1 − P y

Ξα cos θy
π), (27)

whereP y
Ξ is the induced polarization of the cascade, and is the analyzing powerα = 0.406 ±

0.013 [2]. Figure 58 shows the production plane defined in the center-of-momentum system con-
taining the incomingKL and proton target. The decay plane is defined in the rest-frame of the
cascade and contains its decay products.

Figure 58: The production plane formKLp → K+Ξ0 defined in the center-of-momentum system
containing the incomingKL and proton target. The decay plane is defined in the rest-frame of the
cascade and contains its decay products. The induced polarizationP y

Ξ is defined to lie perpendicu-
lar to the reaction plane.

In terms of four-vectors, conservation of energy and momentum for this reaction is written as
follows:

PKL
+ Pp = PK+ + PΞ0 . (28)

The production plane is then defined by

ŷ =
~PΞ × ~PKL

|~PΞ × ~PKL
|
. (29)

The ẑ axis lies along the beam direction

ẑ =
~PKL

|~PKL
|
, (30)

and thus thêx axis is defined to give a right-handed coordinate system:

x̂ = ŷ × ẑ. (31)
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The determination ofP y
Ξ can be established by linear fits to the acceptance-corrected pion angular

(cos θy
π) yields. Fitting these distributions with a first-degree polynomial,

y = a0(1 + a1 cos θy
π), (32)

allows the determination ofa1, which gives us the the induced polarization

a1 = P y
Ξα. (33)

Alternatively, one can determine the induced polarizationtransfer from determining the forward-
backward asymmetry,Ay, of the pion angular distribution. This asymmetry is definedas

Ay =
Ny

+ − Ny
−

Ny
+ + Ny

−

, (34)

whereNy
+ andNy

− are the acceptance-corrected yields withcos θy
π positive and negative, respec-

tively. The asymmetry is related to the induced polarization by

P y
Ξ =

−2Ay

α
. (35)

The statistical uncertainty in the asymmetry measurement of P y
Ξ is related to the Poisson uncer-

tainty inNy
+ andNy

−. Propagating this uncertainty to the uncertainty ofAy gives

σAy =
2

(Ny
+ + Ny

−)2

√

Ny
+Ny

−(Ny
+ + Ny

−). (36)

The uncertainty inP y
Ξ is then found by propagatingσAy andσα:

σP y

Ξ

P y
Ξ

=

√

(
σAy

Ay
)2 + (

σα

α
)2. (37)

17.1.4 Details of MC study forKLp → K+n

As described in Section 11.1.5 we used onlyK+ detection to reconstruct this reaction. Kaon
identification is done with a probabilistic approach involving dE/dX, time-of-flight, and track
curvature information; see Appendix A5 (Sec. 17.1) for further details. Even in pureKLp → K+n
MC case one can have more than one charged particle track reconstructed due to various reactions
in the detector volume. That is why in addition to the pronouncedK+ banana in Fig. 59(left)
we see some traces of pion and proton bands. At lowK+ momenta, kaons can be well separated
from pions and protons, but high-energy particles cannot bedifferentiated bydE/dX or by ToF
information, which leading to particle misidentification.The higher theW , the higher the ejectile
energy we have and the more kaons we lose due to misidentification; see Fig. 59(right, green). In
our analysis, we restricted ourselves to one and only one reconstructed charged-particle track. This
condition helps to suppress the background, but does not reduce the reconstruction efficiency; see
Fig. 59(right, black).
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Figure 59: Left plot:dE/dx for theKLp → K+n channel. Right plot: single charged-particle
track detection efficiency as a function ofW for theKLp → K+n channel. Any charged particle
(black), kaon (green), proton (red), pion (blue).
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.

Charged-particle track detection efficiency stays flat overthe full range ofW , but kaon recon-
struction efficiency drops from about 60% at lowW to 20% at highest available energy. Since
the GlueX acceptance is large and essentially hole-less, kaon reconstruction efficiency does not
depend on yet unknown angular distributions. For the final selection of theKLp → K+n reaction,
we used a3σ missing-mass cut around the neutron’s mass; see Fig. 60.

Figure 60 was plotted under the assumption of a 150 ps vertex time resolution. BothW (Fig. 35)
and missing-mass resolutions are driven by theKL momentum resolution. That is why a start
counter update is essential. Any further time resolution improvement below 150 ps would signifi-
cantly simplify reaction analysis and background suppression for all reactions of interest.

Below W = 2.3 GeV, theKLp → K+n andKLp → K+Ξ reactions can be disentangled by
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K+ missing mass alone. Above this value, special treatment of the KLp → K+Ξ background
is required. One may notice that a3σ cut for theKLp → K+n reaction rises faster than for
KLp → K+Ξ0. This effect has a purely kinematical explanation - due to the higher mass of the
Ξ0 baryon, theK+ produced inKLp → K+Ξ reaction has a lower energy for the same value of
W . The lower theK+ energy we have, the better missing-mass resolution we get, and the more
narrow the missing-mass cut one needs to apply.

KLp → K+n background suppression: Due to its very high cross section, theKLp → K+n
reaction is essentially background free. Due to the extremely high statistics expected for this
reaction our uncertainties will be dominated by systematics. We have identified three major sources
of physical background:np → K+nn, np → π+nn, andKLp → K+Ξ reactions.

Details onKLp → K+n andKLp → K+Ξ separation can be found in Appendix A5 (Section??).
For W < 2.3 GeV, these two reactions can be separated by a3σ K+ missing-mass cut. Above
W = 2.3 GeV, one can use standard background suppression techniques - S-weights, Q-weights,
NeuralNets, etc.. . .. The main decay branch ofΞ is Ξ0 → π0Λ → π0π−p, which leads to several
charged particles in the final state besidesK+; hence filtered out by a "one-charge-track-only"
selection criterion. Another decay branchΞ0 → π0Λ → π0π0n cannot be filtered out that easily;
however, due to its smaller branching ratio combined with the smallKLp → K+Ξ production cross
section, this channel only contributes at the level of10−3 even without any background suppression
techniques. Further suppression vetoing multiple neutraltracks and/or Q-weight should push this
background far below10−4.

Neutron flux drops exponentially with energy (see Sec. for details) and generally the high-energy
neutron flux is small, but nonvanishing. If neutrons andKLs have the same speed, they cannot be
separated by time of flight. Neutron-induced reactions havehigh cross sections, which is why one
needs to consider them as a possible source of background. InFig. ?, one can see a comparison
of kaon and neutron fluxes for the worse-case scenario when noneutron suppression is employed,
similar to Fig. 18(right) in terms ofβ. Particles with the sameβ cannot be separated by time of
flight. At β = 0.95 neutron and kaon fluxes become equal. This speed correspondsto a neutron
momentum ofpn = 2.9 GeV/c and kaon momentum ofpK = 1.5 GeV/c.

To evaluate the amount of background, we need to fold this fluxwith production cross section and
reconstruction efficiency. Let’s first consider thenp → K+Λn background. Unfortunately this
reaction is not very well measured, so we would use thepp → K+Λp cross-section parametrization
together with the knowledge ofσ(pp→K+Λp)

σ(np→K+Λn)
= 2 from Ref. [210]. In Fig. 62, one can see the flux of

K+s from kaon-inducedKLp → K+n reaction in comparison to a neutron-inducednp → K+Λn
as a function of projectile speeds.

As one can see in Fig. 62, neutron-inducedK+ production contributes only in a very narrow range
of energies. The contribution is also very small. One can further suppress this type of background
by vetoing charged particles fromΛ decay and performing aK+ missing-mass cut. Altogether one
can suppress this type of background below10−4.

The most dangerous type of neutron-induced background originates from thenp → π+nn reaction
with fastπ+ misidentification asK+. There are no measurements ofnp → π+nn reaction but due
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Figure 62: Left plot:pp → K+Λp total cross section from Ref. [210]. Right plot:K+ flux as a
function of projectile speedβ for neutron-induced (green) and kaon-induced (red) reactions.

to isospin symmetry one can relate this reaction to an isospin symmetric casenp → π−pp. The
later reaction is known, see Ref. [211]. The total cross section for this reaction is about 2 mb. The
np → π+nn reaction has a much lower threshold compared tonp → K+Λn, so it can utilize
an enormous flux of low-energy neutrons. However, low-energy neutrons predominately produce
low-energy pions, which can be separated from kaons. The background needs to be considered
only for β > 0.8; see Fig. 63. The background level looks much higher compared to Fig. 62,
but it can be severely suppressed with the "K+" missing-mass cut since pion kinematics of the
three-bodynp → π+nn reaction are very different fromKLp → K+n.

In summary:Kaon particle identification together with a simple3σ missing-mass cut and assump-
tion of KL beam can efficiently suppress all physical backgrounds of theKLp → K+n reaction.
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18 Appendix A6: Current Hadronic Projects

Past measurements involving kaon scattering measurementswere made. at a variety of labora-
tories, mainly in the 1960s and 1980s when. experimental techniques were far inferior to the
standards of today. (short summary is given in Sec. 6). It is important to . recognize that current
projects are largely complementary to the . proposed Jlab KLhadron beam facility. We summarize
the . status of the FNAL, J-PARC, Belle, BaBar,PANDA, and . COMPASS efforts here.. .

18.1 Project X, USA

. . The status of Project X at FNAL [138, 139] is as follows:. First stage of Project X aims for
neutrinos. ProposedKL beam can. be used to study rare decays and CP-violation [140]. It. may
be impossible to use the FNALKL beam for hyperon spectroscopy. because of momentum range
andn/KL ratio (columns 4 and 6 at. Table 2). In particular, the 8-yr old FNAL LoI. addressed to
the CP-violation study proposed to have a neutral kaon. beamrate of1010/hr for high energies and
very broad energy. binning [141].. .

18.2 J-PARC, Japan

. . While J-PARC has a whole program of charged strange particle and hypernuclear. reactions,
the photon beam at GlueX KLF allows unique access to other channels.. J-PARC provides sepa-
rated secondary beam lines up to 2 GeV/c. (Table 3). The operation of the Hadron Experimental
Facility. resumed in April of 2015 following a two-year suspension to renovate the. facility after
the accident that occurred in May 2013 [142].. The primary beam intensity is currently 25 kW,
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Table 2: Comparison of theKL production yield. The BNL AGS kaon and neutron yields are
taken from RSVP reviews in 2004 and 2005. The Project X yieldsare for a thick target, fully
simulated with LAQGSM/MARS15 into the KOPIO beam solid angle and momentum acceptance
from Ref. [139].

Project Beam energy Target p(KL) KL/s n/KL

(GeV) (λI) (MeV/c) (into 0.5 msr) (En >10 MeV)
BNL AGS 24 1.1 Pt 300–1200 60 × 106 ∼ 1 : 1000
Project X 3 1.0 C 300–1200 450 × 106 ∼ 1 : 2700

and can be upgraded to 100 kW. . This will correspond to∼ 109 ppp (particles per pulse) for. pion
beam intensity and to∼ 106 ppp for kaon beam flux. TheK/π. ratio is expected to be close to
10, which is realized with double-stage. electrostatic separators. One of the main problems in the
K/π separation. is a high duty-factor of the J-PARC Complex..

Table 3: J-PARC Beam line specifications from Ref. [143]

Beamline Paricle Momentum Range Typical Beam Intensity
(40 kW MR operation)

K1.8BR π±, K±, and p,p (separated) <1.1 GeV/c 1.5 × 105 K−/spill at 1 GeV/c
K1.8 π±, K±, and p,p (separated) <2.0 GeV/c 5 × 105 K−/spill at 2 GeV/c
K1.1 π±, K±, and p,p (separated) <1.1 GeV/c 1.5 × 105 K−/spill at 1 GeV/c

High-p π±, K±, and p,p (unseparated) up to 20 GeV/c >∼ 107 π−/spill at 20 GeV/c
>∼ 106 K−/spill at 7 GeV/c

Primary Proton 30 GeV ∼ 1011 proton/spill

With K− beams, currently there is no proposal specific forS = −1. hyperons, but the cascades
will be studied in the early stage of. E50 [144], hopefully inthis year, 2018. The∆p/p is a. few
percent, which is not good to look for narrow hyperons. One can. think that the systematic study
for S = −1 hyperons even with charged. kaons is desirable and J-PARC folks think that such a
study is. definitely needed but currently there is no room to accept a new. proposal to require a
long beam line. J-PARC is focusing on. hypernuclei physics [145]. .

There is noKL beam line for hyperon physics at J-PARC. It is 100%. dedicated to the study of
CP-violation. The momentum is spread out. from 1 to 4 GeV/c, there is no concept of∆p/p since
the. beam cannot be focused with EM devices..

18.3 Belle, Japan

. . The Belle Collaboration at KEK has plenty ofe+e− data, and people. in Belle [Belle Nuclear
Physics Consortium (Belle NPC)] are now. extracting various charm-baryon decay processes,
which can be used. for cascade resonance spectroscopy, fromthose "raw"e+e−. data [146].. .
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18.4 BaBar, USA

. . The BaBar Collaboration at SLAC studied, for instance, properties of the.Ξ(1530)0 in the
decay ofΛ+

C → (π+Ξ−)K+ and. Ξ(1690)0 in the decay ofΛ+
C → (K0Λ).K+ [147] (see, for

instance, a recent overview by. Ziegler [148]).. .

18.5 PANDA, Germany

. . ThePANDA experiment [149] will measure . annihilation reactions of antiprotons with nu-
cleons and nuclei in . order to provide complementary and in part uniquely decisive . information
on a wide range of QCD aspects. The scientific scope . ofPANDA is ordered into several pil-
lars: hadron . spectroscopy, properties of hadrons in matter, nucleon structure . and hypernuclei.
Antiprotons are produced with a primary proton . beam, collected and phase-space cooled in the
CR (Collector Ring), . and then transferred to the HESR (HighEnergy Storage Ring) where . they
are stacked, further phase-space cooled, and then directed. onto an internal target located at the
center of the .PANDA detector. The facility will start with a . luminosity of1031 cm2/s and a
momentum resolution of .∆p/p = 10−4, and later improve to2× 1032 and4× 10−5, respectively.
The large cross section . into baryon-antibaryon final states (e.g.,∼ 1 µb for . ΞΞ or 0.1 µb for
ΩΩ) . make spectroscopic studies of excited multi-strange hyperons a . very compelling part of
the initial program ofPANDA, . which is expected to commence by 2025 [150].. .

18.6 COMPASS, CERN

. . COMPASS is thinking of the physics using an RF-separated beam of. charged kaons. It is still in
the discussion stage. The rates, which. were presented as a very first guess by the CERN beamline
group. were very interesting for a strangeness physics program via. diffractive production of
strange resonances [151]. . The cost of a RF-separated beam is high; however, something like this.
had been built in the past.. . Charged kaons could be used to extend theχPT investigations into.
the strangeness sector (e.g., Primakoff) and the spectroscopy. program. At present, COMPASS
filters out kaons in the COMPASS. charged pion beam via Cherenkov detectors but they make up
only about 2.6%. of all beam particles.. . The energy of the kaon beam would probably be below
100 GeV but above. 40 – 50 GeV. The latter number is defined by the stability of the. power
supplies for the beam line, which after all is about 1 km. long... and of course the decay losses..

19 Appendix A7: Additional Physics Potential with aKL Beam

As stated in the summary of Mini-Proceedings of the Workshopon . Excited Hyperons in QCD
Thermodynamics at Freeze-Out . (YSTAR2016) [194]: a very interesting further opportunity for
. the KL facility is to investigate KL reactions on complex nuclei. . By selecting events with the
appropriate beam momentum together . with a fast forward-going pion, events can be identified,
in . which a hyperon is produced at low relative momentum to the target . nucleus or even into
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a bound state. Baryons with strangeness . embedded in the nuclear environment, hypernuclei or
hyperatoms, . are the only available tool to approach the many-body aspect of . the three-flavor
strong interaction. Furthermore, appropriate . events with a forward-goingK+ could deposit
a double-strange . hyperon into the remaining nucleus, potentially enabling searches . for and
studies of double-Λ hypernuclei.. . Similarly, the scattering of kaons from nuclear targets could
be a . favorable method to measure the matter form factor (andtherefore . neutron skin) of heavy
nuclei, with different and potentially . smaller systematics than other probes. The character of the
neutron . skin, therefore, has a wide impact and the potential to give . important new information
on neutron star structure and cooling . mechanisms [195–199], searches for . physics beyond the
standard model [200, 201], the . nature of 3-body forces in nuclei [202, 203], collective . nuclear
excitations [204–207] and flows . in heavy-ion collisions [208, 209]. Theoretical developments .
and investigations will be required to underpin such a program, but . the science impact of such
measurements is high. .

Further potential exists to search for – or exclude – possible . exotic baryonic states that cannot
easily be described by the . usual three-valence-quark structure. Recent results from LHCb provide
. tantalizing hints for the existence of so-called pentaquarks that . include a charm valence quark;
however, the interpretation of those . results is under discussion. In contrast, elastic scattering of
KL . with a hydrogen target gives unambiguous information on the potential . existence of such
states. With the given flux ofKL at the . proposed facility, a clear proof of existence or proof
of absence . will be obtained within the integrated luminosity required for the . excited hyperon
spectroscopy program that forms the basis of this . proposal. . . There are two particles in the
reactionKLp → πY andKY that . can carry polarization: the target and recoil baryons. Hence,
there . are two possible double-polarization experiments:target/recoil. The . total number of
observables is three. The formalism and definitions of . observables commonly used to describe
the reactionKLp → KY is . given in Sec. 7. Although one cannot easily measure . recoil
polarization with GlueX, the self-analyzing decay of hyperons . makes this possible. Double-
polarization experiments, using, e.g., a . polarized target like FROST [125], will however be left
. for future proposal(s).. . The physics potential connected with studies of CP-violating decays .
of theKL is very appealing; however, that topic is not currently . thefocus of this proposal, since
a detailed comparison with the . competition from existing and upcoming experiments is needed
in order . to identify the most attractive measurements thatcould be done at . the proposed KL
facility at JLab..
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